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Anthropological Recovery, Analysis and

Identification of Historic Burials

in Two Southern Oregon Cemeteries

I. INTRODUCTION

While conducting archeological reconnaissance and

site assessment in the pool area of the Applegate Lake

project area in Southern Oregon (Figure 1), two Euro-

American cemeteries, Watkins (35JA41) and Collings

(35JA64), were encountered (Brauner, 1978). Because

both of these cemeteries were in areas scheduled to be

inundated (Figure 2) federal legislation and United

States Army Corps of Engineers regulations required

that they be recovered and reinterred. After obtaining

approval, from the next of kin, to allow archeologists

to accomplish this task, a contract was awarded to the

Department of Anthropology, Oregon State University, by

the Army Corps of Engineers.

The disinterment of these cemeteries was carried

out during-the summer of1980 under the direction of

Dr. David Brauner. He was assisted by Dr. Roberta Hall,

who directed the laboratory analysis, and Paul Christy

Jenkins, who acted as field supervisor and laboratory

manager. A team of six field archeologists conducted

the field excavations. Mr. Jack Goodell, funeral director

at !Iillc±est Memorial Park, served as a project advisor,

insuring that the project was in compliance with all

local caunty laws (Appendix A).

Before the excavations began the next of kin were

notified, as per contract specifications, by letter of the

disinterment schedule.(AppendiX B). In addition telephone

calls were made to keep the relatives up-to-date of any

schedule changes.

The Watkins Cemetery (35JA11-1) was Located behind
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the Watkins' homestead, on the north side of the Grand

Applegate Ditch, in the northeast quarter of section 2,

township 41 south, range 4 west of the Willamette Meridian.

The Collings Cemetery (35JA6'-i-)was located approximately

one half mile east of the Watkins Cemetery, in tract no.

113c in the southeast quarter of section 35, township 40

south, range 4 west of the Willamette meridian.

Both cemeteries were small family burial plots

located close to the family homes. The Watkins Cemetery

was used for nuclear family members only, while the

Collings Cemetery provided a "final" resting place for

Collings family members., friends, and neighbors. Two

burials were recovered from the Watkins Cemetery and

eleven, or possibly twelve, burials were recovered from

the Collings Cemetery (Figure j).

The disinterment project shows how an interdisciplinary

study utilizing historical scholarship, archeological

methods and physical anthropological analysis can be

used to locate burials and identify the individuals in

those burials. It also reveals how these studies provide

information that documents and updates the historical

record and elucidates behavior patterns of the culture

represented by the remains.

The use of anthropological analytical techniques

constitutes an innovative approach in the removal and

relocation of Euro-American cemeteries. This study

represents the first complete analysis executed with

a goal of elucidating the past and identifyings th& nema±ns

for reinterinent. In the past, Euro-American grave removal

has been accomplished by a funeral director, while the

removal of Native American remains has been performed by

professional archeologists.

However this traditional delineation of job respon-

sibilities is changing. ether recent examples where
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professional anthropologists have been employed to remove

Euro-American burials include the unpublished works of

Roderick Sprague and Sheilagh Brooks. Dr. Sprague was

responsible for the excavation of the Libby Cemetery site,

which contained six Euro-American burials. Little time

tas available on this project for a detailed analysis of

the remains_or cultural materials. As a result, only a

few basic osteometric observations, such as determination

of sex and age, were made (Sprague, personal communication

1981.

Dr. Brooks has been involved in two such projects.

inNevada, both of limited duration. One project involved

the excavation and immediate reinterment of a family

burial plot that was being destroyed by construction

activity. Only limited field observations and photographs

were made in this particular case. The seeond project

involved the removal of a murder-suicide case in which

only two burials were present analysis of the remains

was performed (BroQks, personal communication 1980).

More recently Mid-Atlantic Research Inc. (1980)

reported the excavation and analysis of the Catoctin

Cemetery in Catoctin, Maryland. This site is reported

to be a slave cemetery ('rhouas, personal comminication 1981).

A number of advantages may be de:ived from the

employment of anthropologists in the recovery of human

burials. These advantages derive from the special

training anthropologists, particularly archeologists

and physical anthropologists, receive as part of their

professional education. The anthropologist is trained

in techniques to maximize the amount of data that is

recovered during excavation while still preserving the

integrity of the recovered materials. This includes

training in locating burials and identification of the

preserved remains.
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Such training is an especially important consideration

on this project for two reason. First the graves in

the Cai jugs Cemetery were not marked and thus the exact

location and identity of the individual graves was in

question. Secondly the location of the Watkins Cemetery

had been lost due to logging and construction activities

which had destroyed all surface indicators of the cemetery.

A second advantage and contributing factor in the

use of anthropologists rather than funeral directors

results from the realization that valuable information

used in the reconstruction of history and human behavior

can be derived from Euro-American burials. In the past,

the attitude of some archeologists (Hume, 1968:158) towards

the removal of Euro-American burials was one of disinterest.

One possible exception was military cemeteries where

the nature of wounds could be identified and identification

of regiments by uniform buttons could be made, they were

considered more trouble than they were worth.

More recently the value of archeologists, in the

study of man's recent past, has become recognized.

Schuyler (1978) provides 35 examples illustrating the

development of historical archeology. He documents how

the excavation and study of historic sites, including

cemeteries, have been used to update historical inter-

pretations of sites and have added valuable data to the

study of man's past behavior patterns.

In general, the study of human skeletal remains

and the cultural material associated with the burial

provide the archeologist with one means of studing the

relationship between biological and cultural adapations.

Both environmental conditions and human behavior affect

the biology of a population and, thus, the individual

members of the population. Disease diet, occupations,

environmental hazards, accidents, and genetic conditions,

for example, may be reflected in the skeletal remains



Anderson, 1962:1!45-157; Brothwell, 1965; Collins, 1975;

163-184; Ubelaker, 1978:68-86).
Skeletal remains reflect cultural attitudes toward

death and are helpful in the reconstruction of funerary

practices. The presence and arrangement of objects placed

in the grave and the position of the body all reflect

social and cultural behaviors and ideas about the culture

(Binford, 1962 and 1971).



II. ARCHEOLOGICAL METHODOLOGY

Watkins Cemetery

The location and number of graves at the Watkins

cemetery was open to question at the beginning of the

project. The only indication that a cemetery existed

came from informants' testimony, obtained during the

site assessment of the original Watkins homestead

(Brauner, 1978:143-44). The existence of the cemetery

was later confirmed by living relatives of the Watkinst

family (Tungate, Dale, E. Edwards and C. Edwards,

personal communication, 1980). These sources indicated

that there were at least two graves located behind

the Watkins' homestead and above the Grand Applegate

Ditch. Guy Watkins (personal communication, 1980),
the last owner of the Watkins property prior to the

initiation of the Applegate Lake Project, indicated

that as many as four burials were located at the site.

He also indicated that one of the burials was that of

Jimmy Watkins. Frank Collings(personal communication,

1980) remembers the grave's .ocation as approximately

12 feet above the Grand Applegate Ditch; he too felt

that Jimmy Watkins was buried in the Watkins Cemetery.

The reported location of the Watkins eemetery had

been logged and the ground surface disturbed by bulldozing

activities resulting in the destruction of all indicators

of the cemetery's location. Actual field operations at

the site began when the living relatives, Mary Tungate,

Geraldine Dale, Clarence Edwards and Edgar Edwards, were

invited to the site in hope that they could pinpoint the

location of the graves.

Utilizing a small bulldozer the surface soil and

debris were removed from the site. Following the dozer

crew members examined the cleared ground for changes in
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soil color or artifactual materials indicative of a grave.

One grave was defined by a distinct change in soil color.

Upon locating this grave, ground clearing activities with

the bulldozer ceased and a closer inspection of the site

was carried out using shovels and trowels. Nails and wood

fragments of a second burial were discovered lying parallel

to the first grave. These graves were located almost to

the foot of the point that Edgar Edwards indicated they

would be. Prior to excavation the graves were photographed

and measured. They were then excavated and examined for

skeletal and cultural material.

Collings Cemetery

In contrast to the Watkins Qemetery the boundaries of

the Collings Cemetery were clearly defined. LQcated below

the Grand Applegate Ditch on a weathered granitic ridge,

formed by two parallel erosional channels, the cemetery's

boundaries were defined by several metal fence posts

(Figure i). Clearcutting activity had removed several

large oaks that had previously grown over the site.

Although the boundaries of the site were well defined

the location and identity of the graves within the site

was not precisely known. Only one grave marker, placed

on the site in 1977 or 1978, was present to mark the

location of the graves (Figure ).

Before excavation began, intrasite controls were

established. Vertical control was insured by locating

a datum above the site near the the Grand Applegate Ditch,

while horizontal control was established by imposing a

cartesian grid, divided into two by two meter squares,

over the site.

Following the imposition of controls the sod was

stripped from the site in an effort to locate the graves

and determine their orientation (figure ). The location
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of several graves became readily apparent on the upper

portion of the site as a distinct change in soil color.

The removal of between 20 and 30 centimeters of colluvial

material was necessary on the lower portions of the site

before the remaining graves could be defined. The changes

in soil color that distinguished the graves coincided with

the depressed areas already defined on the ground surface.

The grave marker was found to have been placed close to

the western margin of one ofthe graves.but whether it was

placed on the correct grave is in doubt.

As the graves' locations were defined they were

assigned numbers, drawn to scale and photographed. After

the surface indicators had been documented the fill was

removed as a single unit. When the grave liners or burial

containers were encountered they were exposed, measured,

drawn and photographed prior to removal. The skeletal

remains were then exposed in situ, drawn and photographed.

Following the removal of all skeletal and cultural material

the basal elevations of each burial was recorded. Collings

cemetery excavations were then terminated and the graves

were backfilled.



III. LABORATORY METHODOLOGY

In the laboratory three seperate tasks were carried

out: 1. Final excavation of materials that required more

time and care than could be given in the field, 2. analysis

of the skeletal remains and 3. analysis of the artifactual

materials. Because the disinterment contract precluded

removal of the remains from the project area, the analysis

of the remains and artifactual materials were performed

in the field.

Laboratory Excavation

Skeletal remains were removed from the site the same

day they were exposed for security reasons. This insured

that factors such as weather, animal activity and human

vandalism did not destroy or damage the exposed remains.

As a result some materials were removed to the laboratory

for final excavation.

For example, in the case of burial seven the.degree

of root activity, i.e. the interlacing of the roots through-

out the skeletal remains, required that a great deal of

time be expended in the excavation process. As a result

the whole torso section was removed to the laboratory for

final excavation. Once in the laboratory the remains were

carefully seperated from the fill and dra and photographed

following procedures normally used in the field. This

strategy insured the integrity of the skeletal and cultural

remains.

Skeletal Analysis

The analysis of the skeletal remains began with a

careful cleaning and enumeration of the preserved elements.

Following the enumeration each element was measured



and examined for pathologies and unusual characters.

The cranial remains were then analyzed for anomalous

or non-metric traits following Berry and Berry (1967:

361-379) and dental attrition was was recorded when

possible using Hall and German (1975:289' as a guide.

This information was recorded on Oregon State University

skeletal data forms (Appendix c).

Upon completion of the initial enumeration and

recording of the metric and non-metric data, estimations

of age, sex and stature were made. Texts used as guides

in this phase of the analysis were: Hall, Beals and

Neumann (1978), Olivier (1969), Lockhart, Hamilton and

Fyfe, (1965), Brothwell (1965) and Gray's Anatomy, 22nd

edition (Lewis, 193O)(Table 1).

Sex estimations were based on a number of criteria:

the breadth or degree of the subpubic angle, the presence

or absence of a preauricular groove or preauricular

pitting, the breadth of the sciatic notch and the overall

robustness and stature of the individual. Substantiating

evidence was recovered in the form of traditional male

clothing from buxials. four, five, seven and eleven, and

fac±a1hair from burial eleven.

Historic documentation of the Collings cemetery

indicated that all but two of the burials were male.

One of these was reported to be an infant daugther of

Freeman Oscar Collings and the otheri T3essie Langley,

the wife of Edward Langley (D.A.R., i9L and Tungate,

1980).

Primary emphasis was therefore placed initially

on determining which individual exhibited the highest

degree of female traits. All osteological indicators

pointed to burial one as female; this determination

was supported by the-non-osteological indicators

previously mentioned. Sex estimations of the infant

remains were not possible.

15



Watkins Cemetery

1

2

No Skeletal Remains.

(Brauner and Jenkins, 1980).

16

TABLE 1 SUMMARY OF BURIALS BASED ON OSTEOMETRIC DATA

Burial Number Age Sex Stature

Collings cemetery

1 50+ F 14.9 j/Li."_4'io 1/2"

2 60+ N 5'8"-5'9"
3

5-65 M 5'6"-5'6"
5 55+ M 5'7"
6 Fetus 7th month
7 60+ M 5'6 1/2"-5'7 1/2
8 Fetus 7thmonth M
9

10
11 60 M
12
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Age estimations were based on more than one criteria.

Estimations of the adult members of the sample were based

on the degree of cranial suture closure, the loss and

condition of the teeth, and the degree of bone resorption

on the mandible and maxillia. When possible the pubic

symphysis was examined and degenerative features such as

arthritic upping were noted. The remains were also

examined relative to each other. In this regard burials

one and four were noted to be much younger looking than

the other burials. Due to the advanced age of the adult

members an examination of epiphysial unions was of little

help. In addition the lack of facilitiespreveflted a

microscopic examination of the skeletal remains.

In the case of burial six the development of specific

features, e.g. petrous and sphenoid, were utilized to make

the age estimation. It was noted that the petrous, which

forms by the sixth month of intrauterine life, was present

and the sphenoid which fuses in the eighth month was not

yet fused. Therefore an approximate age of seven months

of intrauterine development was suggested.

Burial eight was compared with burial six on the

basis of overall size to make the age estimations. The

small quantity of skeletal remains prevented an analysis

in terms of skeletal development.

When age estimations were compared with the county

cemetery records (D.A.n., 1941k) and genealogical information

(Appendix B') a fairly close correlation between the known

ages and estimated ages was noted.

Initial stature estimations were based on inground

measurements of the remains. However due to postmortem

movement and deterioration of the remains these measurements

could only be used as rough guides. In some cases these

measurements were in obvious error. More accurate esti-

mations were computed from long bone physiological length

measurements following Brothwell (1965: 100-102) and
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iJbelaker (l9?8:LL_L5). When no complete long bones were
available stature estimations were made utilizing the
data at hand.

No complete long bones were recovered from burials
seven and eleven. In the case of burial seve.rLstatUX'e
estimations were made using a composite femur length
derived from both the left and right femnra. The two
femora were matched at the lesser tubercie and an overall
physiological length was then determined. This procedure
was made possible because the distal portion of the left
femur and proximal portion of the right femur were intaát.
A comparison of the left and right femora from the other
burials indicated that this method was reasonably accurate,
providing a femur length not greally different than what
would have been obtained had the femora been complete.

The stature estimations of burial eleven, based solely
on a comparison with the other burials, indicated that this
individual was notably smaller than the other males but
distinctly larger than the one female burial.

Artifact Analysis

The enumeration and analysis of the artifactual
materials resulted in the definition of 12 classes of
artifacts: buttons, nails, screws, coffin/casket handQes,
coffin/casket ornaments, coffin/casket hardware, fabric,
glass, wood, miscellaneous metal objects, bone and seeds.
For detailed descriptons see Appendix D.

Artifacts from three of these classes, coffin/casket
handles, coffin/casket ornaments and seeds, proved useful
by providing lower limiting dates for burials four, five,
seven and eleven. Coffin ornamenta(typre tà;,Appendix D)
from burial five were manufactured by the %estern Casket
Company of Elgin, Illinois (Figure 5). This particular
company was founded in 1903 (Ellis, persnnal communication



Figure 7, Casket ornament, type two, Appendix ]). Recovered
from burial five.
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1980), thus this burial was interred after 1903.

The upper component of the ornaments (type three,

Appendix u) recovered from burial seven were identical

to the upper components of the ornaments (type two,

Appendix D' recovered from burial five. This suggests

that they too were manufactured by the Western Casket

Company and interred after 1903.

The casket handles (type two, Appendix D) from

burial eleven also provided a lower limiting date.

Cast on the underside of the handles was the patented

date, September 3,1899.

Two other firm dates were obtained from silver

half dollars recovered from burial ten. These coins

were minted in 1867 and 1871. Due to the early dates,

compared with the known dates of interment, these

were of little value in determining the identity of

the burials. However the presence of the coins in

the burial is important as a reflection of human

behavior, as will be later noted.

A number of seeds were recovered from the sacral

region of burial four. These were identified by Anthony

B. Walters (personal communication, 1980 and Appendix )

as Himalaya Blackberry, Rubus discolor. This particular

species is an exotic plant imported to the area. Although

the exact date of its introduction is not known it is

inprabable that this species was introduced before 1E93

(Bailey, 1923:194-197;and 19145:836_856; Bunyard, 1918:205

and 1919:27; Hendrick,1925:8, 191-192,216; Bolfe, 1919:

27; Walters, 1980). The seeds therefore are a useful

dating tool.

Cloth fragments were also useful in a nurnbr of

regards. First the identification of bow ties and suit

fragments in burial four, five, seven and eleven were

helpful in confirming the sex determinations. Secondly

the presence of cloth on the back of the casket handles



from burial eleven suggests that this casket was cloth

covered. Confirmation that cloth covered caskets were

common around the turn of the century was ottained from

Jeff Ellis (198O, of the Elgin Casket Company, known

formerly as the Western Casket Company and Habenst:fl

and £Lamers (1977:95).

21



VI. METHODOLOGICAL BIAS

There were a number of biases inherent in this

project and in the laboratory methodology. The

formulas used in the stature estimations were derived

from recent populations; consquently two areas of

uncertainty are present that can introduce errors in

the estimations. The first source of possible error

results from the variability within the documented

population from which the stature formulas were derived.

A second inherent bias results from differences between

the documented population and the population that is

being analyzed.

The error factor is likely to be reduced if the

two populations are closely related. In the case of the

Euro-American males from the Collings cemetery, the

formulas used were derived from European populations.

Edward Langley immigrated from England in 182 (6ensus,

19OO)and the Terry brothers were also reported to have

immigrated from England (collings, 198O. Therefoe. the

estimations are likely to be fairly accurate for the

Terry brothers and Edward Langley. The original ancestry

of Freeman Oscar Collings, Charles Williams and Thomas

Jefferson Fawcett is not known. However the fact that

they are Euro-Americans makes the use of standard stature

estimations a reasonable procedure.

The stature estimation of burial one, the only adult

female, had the potential for the greatest error. Bessie

Langley was reported to be a Native American born either

in Southern Oregon or Northern California ('rurigate, 1980;

Collings,1980; census 188O) and no documented stature

formulas were available for Native American populations

of this area. Consquently other formulas were used.

These were derived from Euro-American female, Asiatic

female and Meso-American female samples (Brothwell, 1965:
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102 and Ubelaker 1978: Although these do not

provide precise stature figures for female Native Americans,

they do provide a range of figures that fall- within two

inches of each other.

Finally the remains are compared with all other

burials to determine the relative differences. The long

bones of burial one were noticably shorter than those of

any of the other burials including burial eleven, froni

which the shortest male stature estimation was derived.

This comparison suggests that the stature estimation of

burial one is not too far from reality.

The estimations of age based on skeletal materials

are also subject to error. 1or skeletal remains of persons

over the age of approximately L4.5 years it is difficult

to make precise age estimations. However, the factors

examined do provide a means of distinguishing the younger

appearing burials from the older burials. Adult burials

one and four were noticably younger looking in appearance.

In the case of burial one the reported age at the time

of death, located after the age estimations were made,

was in the fifties, thus matching well with the estimated

age (D.A.H., 19 and census 1880).
The absence of previous research pertaining to

historic burial in the United States and the lack of

literature documenting late nineteenth and early twentieth

century coffin/casket accessories further hampered analysis

and burial identification. The destruction of vital

documents such as sales records, birth and death certif-

icates and the 1890 census data added to the inadequacy

of the historical documentation.

The deteriorated condition of the skeletal remains and

snme artifactual materials presented problems in the

analysis. In the case of burials three and ten the total

lack of skeletal remains and in the case of burial eleven

the marked deterioratidn of the remains made conclusions



about these burials tenuous at best. Finally the deterio-

rated condition of the wood fibers precluded identification

beyond the genus level.

The identification and analysis of the artifacts,

most notably the coffin accessories and cloth fibers,

was hampered by the fact that all analysis had to be

carried out in the field. This meant that analysis by

qualified and professional personnel, with expertise in

these areas, was limited if not impossible.



V. WATKINS CEMETERY

Discussion

The Watkins Cemetery was located on a hillside

behind the site of the original Watkins' homestead,

about four meters above the Grand Applegate Ditch.

The reported location of the cemetery had been sig-

nificantly altered due to logging activity. The

historical records contained little information about

the site and no county or other cemetery records

exist for the cemetery, 1he only known sources of

data are living relatives and residents of the area.

Living relatives who were ible to provide information

about the site were Mary Tungate and her sister Geraldine

])ale, their cousins Clarence and Edgar Edwards and the

most recent owner of the site, Guy atkins (Appendix F).

Mary Tungate and Geraldine Dale lived at the Watkins'

homestead as children, in the 1920's and 1930's (Tungate

and Dale, personnal communication 1980). The Edwards

brothers lived at the site following the death of their

mother in i91L and were raised by their grandmother,

Martha Watkins.

As a child, Mary Tungate remembers tending the graves

with her grandmother, Martha Watkins. She indicated that

only two graves were located behind the Watkins' homestead.

Other family members, Dale, C. Edwards and E. Edwards,

agreed with this statement. ne family member (Watkins,

personal communication 1980) stated that as many as four

graves were located at the site. However, he could not

elaborate on the location or identify either of rthe other

two graves.

The living relatives agreed that the individuals

buried at the site were children of Mark Anthony WatkLns

and Martha Watkins, the daughter of Edward Langley. There



was some question, however, as to the age and identity

of these children. Mary Tungate (1980) believes that the

graves were still births while Geraldine Dale (1980)
thought they were twin stillbirths. The Edwards brothers

were not sure of the ages and readily admitted that they

did not know. Both Guy Watkins (1980) and Frank Collings

(1980) indicated that one of the burials was that of

Jimmy Watkins. The other family, members acknowledged the

existence of Jimmy Watkins but they were not sure where

he was buried. The only written documentation of Jimmy

Watkins is found in The Centenni.1 History 0±' Oregon

(Gaston, 1912). This volume lists him as dying in 1886
and identifies him as a son of Martha Watkins.

An examination of t e genealogical information

(Appendix F) compiled on the Watkins family, in terms

of birth spacing, suggests that the individuals buried

in the Watkins cemetery were.probably born between 1889-
1895. During this period no births are reported to have

occurred. Since the known births occurred on a fairly

regular basis, every two to four years, placing these

burials in that time period conforms to this pattern.

Burial Desriptions

Burial One

Burial on.e,was located on: a flat terrace approximately

four meters above the Grand Applegate Ditch. The long

axia of the grave ran in an east-west direction and the

fill area measured 90 centimeters by 30 centimeters

(figure 8). Only between 10 and 15 centimeters of

grave fill remained, as the upper component of the grave

had been destroyed by logging activity. No skeletal or

cultural materials were recovered from the grave.
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Figure 8, Burial one Watkins Cemetery.

Figure 9. Burial two Watkins Cemetery.

WATKiNS CEMETERY

JUNE 19 1980
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Burial Two

Burial two was situated one meter to the west of

burial one. As with burial one the upper component had

been destroyed, howec-er the integrity of the burial

had not been compromised (Figure 9). A grave approximate.y

30 centimeters by 60 centimeters was defined. Located

in the center of the unit were the remains of a casket

and nails used in its construction. The casket measured

10 centimeters by 20 centimeters by 32 centimeters and

had been constructed primarily with wire drawn nails.

One machine-cut square nail was also recovered (Table 2)..

No skeletal remains were recovered; however the

size and similarity of the casket to those of theCoil±fis

cemetery indicated that this grave was also that of

an infant or premature fetus.



TABLE 2. ARTIFACTS, BURIAL TWO, WATKINS CEMETERY

Artifact Number of Items

Wire Drawn Nails

Type 2 2i

TypeLt 8

Type7

Machine-cutSquare Nails

Type 2

WOOd

Type 2 Casket



VI, COLLINGS :CEMETERY

Discussion

The Collings cemetery, located near the Collings'

house, served the Collings family as well as friends of

the family who. resided in the area. County cemetery

records listed the names of seven adults, Freeman Oscar

Collings, Thomas Jefferson Fawcett, Edward Langley, James

Terry, Stephen Terry, Charles Williams and Betsy Langley,

and two infants, a son and . daughter of Freeman Oscar

Collings, buried in the cemetery. This record included

the date of death and the age at death for six of the

adults (Table 3) but did not include a map showing the

location of the individual graves (D.A.R., 1911.4).

The Army Corps of Engineers provideda iisit-of

graves (Figure 1bD.A.R., 1944). Seven of the names,

mentioned above1, also appeared in the county cemetery

records. The remaining name was listed only a "Jrnes."

The Corps of Engineers information did not note the age

or relationship of James to any of the other individuals.

None of the informants contacted were aware of a

James, as listed in the disinterment contract , and rio one

on the Corps of Engineers staff knew how the name was

determined or why it was included in the contract.

Both Frank Collings (1980) and Guy Watkins (1980)

indicated that Jimmy Watkins was buried behind the Watkins'

homestead but it is unclear if this is the same James

listed in the disinterment contract. The identity of

James is discussed in detail in the burial identification

section.

Upon excavation of the cemetery, the map provided by

Corps of Engineers proved to be totally inacctirat,beaning

no resemblance to the actual layout of the graves (gigure 3)



1 Freeman Oscar Collings
Charles Williams
James (No last name)
Edward Langley

Bessie Langley
Steve Terry
James Terry
T. J. Fawcett (location
unkown)

Figure 10. Map of Collings Cemetery provided by Army
Corp of Engineers (Disinterment Contract).
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TABLE 3. SUMMARY OF BURIALS BASE1) ON HIST'RICAL RECORDS

Burial Number Age x Year of Death

Collings Cemetery

1 late SO's F 1888

75 M 1905
3 approx. 80 M 1893
L. --- M 1900

5 quite elderly M 1911

6 infant
7 70+ M i9iL4.

8 infant
9 1

10 8-9 , 1886

i1 81 yrs. 7 moss 6 days" M 1913

12

Watkins Cemetery

infant 1889--1895
2 infant 1889--1895

All information from Jackson County Cemetery records,
except where noted.

George Frank Collings and Guy Watkins (1980)

Frank R. iainwright (personal communication, 1980)

Mary Tungate (1980)

Clarence Edwards and Edgar Edwards, Mary Tungate,
George Frank Collings and Guy Watkins, (1980)

Gaston (1912:365)

Adapted from Brauner and Jenkins,1980:77
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Although tha county cemetery records (D.A.R,, 194)

and the disinterment contract indicated that eight or

nine individuals were buried at the site, next of kin

(Guy Watkins and Frank Collings) contacted prior to

excavation affirmed that the cemetery contained additional

graves. This testimony was borne out upon completion

of the excavations when eleven burials, three infants,

one juvenile and seven adults, had been recovered. In

addition an irregular pit, located down slope and southeast

of the other burials, was also excavated(Figure

The graves were positioned in two roughly parallel

rows running north-south. With the exception of burial

eleven, which was positioned slightly more to the south,

all the graves were oriented roughly along an east-west

axis (Figure 3). All the bodies had been buried fully

extended on their backs and had been positioned with

their heads to the west. The hands had been placed one

over the other below the -rib cage.

In a number of graves, what have been identified as

grave liners were noted. In most cases these were not

liners in the sense that they completely surrounded the

burial container but rather a network of wood boards

laid over and capping the burial container. For the

sake of clarity these are identified as cap boards to

distinguish them from khe complt-a rave1inr that was

recovered from burial five.

Burial Descriptions

Burial One

The surface on burial one was characterized by a

slight oval depression, five subangular basalt cobbles

and one large cobble located centrally over the grave

fill. The remnants of a wooden stake were observed



after the sod was removed in association with the five

large cobbles. The grave fill, a mottled (1OYR6/2 light

brownish gray to 10YR6/6 brownish yellow) soil of

weathered granite and small gravel, was easily distinguished

from the surrounding matrix of weathered granite, capped

by a strata of small to medium angular and subangular

gravels. The fill, rectangular in plane view, measured

190 centimeters by 80 to 85 centimeters.

Although badly decayed, a wooden cap board was

encountered 175 centimeters below the surface. The

lateral edges were still in a horizontal plane, extending

beyond the casket, perpendicular to the long axis of

the grave. The lateral margins were supported by the

grave fill. The center of the cap boards and the top

of the casket had both collapsed into the casket (Figure ii).

The casket, a rectangular box, measured approximately

175 centimeters long, 65 centimeters wide and 50 centimeters

deep. The top, sides, and floor boards all lay parallel

to the long axis, while the end boards were perpendicular

to the long axis. The casket was held together with

machine-cut square nails, while round wire drawn nails

were used to secure the lid in place. No casket handles

or ornaments were recovered from the burial (Table ).

The lid of the casket was found draped over the

skeletal remains and roots were encountered interwoven

throughout the casket. Portions of the torso were covered

with the remains of the burial clothing.

The skeletal remains (Figure 12 and 13) were badly decayed

and exhibited post-mortem deformation, particularly in

the cranium. The facial region was completely missing

and the alveolus of the mandible exhibited a good deal

of resorption. however, root cavities were still

discernible in the right canine and right lateral incisor

positions of the mandible.

Post-cranially a number of bones were recovered but



TABLE ARTIFACTS, BURIAL ONE, COLLINGS CEMETERY

Artifacts Number of Items

wire Drawn Nails

Type 9

Machine-cut Square Nails

Type 7

Miscellaneous Metal Objects

Type 6

34a

Buttons

Typel 3
Type2 5
Typej 1

TypeLt 1

Wood

Type 1 Casket/Cap boards

Fabric

Type 8
Type 11 1
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Figure 13. Skeletal remains, burial one,
Collings CemeLery.
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these were all in a very deteriorated condition. Due

to the fragmentary nature of the remains, it was not

possible to take any long bone measurements except from

the femira, tibae, and radii. Stature estimations were

possible using the left tibia and right radius only.

The right tibia was of interest because the nutrient

foramen was located just below the midpoint, on the

lateral side, anterior to the interosseous crest, rather

than in its normal location.

Overall, the remains were gracile in comparison

to the rest of the sample, although they did exhibit

some cranial robustness in the nuchal area of the occiput.

The wide breadth of the sciatic notch and the short

stature, t' 9 3/a" to 24' 10 1/2", indicated that this

individual was female. Age indicators suggested that

she was over 50 years of age at the time of death. This

individual, with the exception of burial four, was younger

in appearance that the other burials.

Burial Two

Burial two was located approximately one meter down

slope from burial one (Figure 3). The surface was

characterized by shallow depression and a slight soil

color difference from the surrounding soil. Several

large subangular cobbles had been pilednear the western

edge of the grave. The grave measured approximately

225 centimeters long and 90 centimeters wide. The grave

fill and surrounding soil r"iatrix were similiar to those

descrEbëd:.in burial one.

The remains of the cap boards were

meters below the ground surface, making

burial in the cemetery. As with burial

in a horizontal plane, perpendicular to

beyond the margins of the coffin and had

the central portion of the coffin.

encountered two

this the deepest

one these extended

the long axis,

collapsed into
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The coffin was constructed with 14"xl" milled lumber

and machine-cut square nails (Table 5). The floor boards

and sides of the coffin were parallel to the long axis

while the lid and ends were perpendicular to the long

axis (iigure iLi). It measured six feet in length and was

nine inches wide at the foot, expanding to eighteen inches

at the shoulder and then narrowed to twelve inches at

the head. ioot activity was also prevalent throughout

the coffin and small fragments of cloth were found lying

in the torso area.

Post-cranially the skeletal remains were in excellent

condition and, with the exception of the skull, this was

the best preserved burial recovered (Figures 1 and 16).

The facial area of the skull had been crushed and fragmented

by the deterioration and collapsing of the lid of the

coffin. The mandible exhibited alveolar resorption in

the molar region but root cavities were noted in the

premolar, canine and incisor postions. A total of eight

unarticulated teeth were also recovered, consisting of

three incisors, two canines, two premolars-and one molar.

Although the teeth were found unarticulated with the

alveolus, the narrowness of the incisors suggested that

they were mandibular while the molar appeared to be from

the second left maxillary position. One other feature

of interest was the presence of a bony growth where the

left maxillary canine should have been (Figure 17).

The good preservation made it possible to obtain

a significant amount of osteometric data (Appendix C);

coupled with empirical observations this data suggested

a very robust individual. The robustness and sex

indicators suggest that this individual was male.

Stature estimations made from the right and left tibae

and the right radius indicated that this individual was

approximately 5' 9" in height.



TABLE 5. ARTIFACTS, BURIAL TWO, COLLINGS CEMETERY

Artifaóts

Wire drawn Nails

Type 3

Machine-cut Square Nails

Number of Items

Type 3 22

Type6 L1.

Type 10 9

Screws

Type 7

Buttons
Typel
Type14 2

Type5 2

Type6 1

Type7 1

Type8 1

WOOd

Type 1 Coffin/Cap boards

Fabric

Type 9

3.9-.



Figure 15. Skeletal remains, burial two,
Collings Cemetery.

LtO

Figure. 1 Coffin, burial two, Collings
Cemetery.



Figure 16. Skeletal remains, burial two, ColliTlgs
Cemetery.

Figure 17. Bone growth, left maxilla,
bjria1 two, Collings Cemetery,



Burial Three

Located between burials one and two, a rectangular

pit approximately 2l3-entimeters by 95 centimeters was

defined below the sod zone. The fill was a mottled gray

(1OYR5/Lt) clay. The fill differed from the fill in burials

one and two and from the surrounding soil matrix. The

bottom of the unit was encountered at a depth of 1)40

centimeters below the ground surface. (Figure 18). At

the bottom of the unit a dark organic stain, three to

four centimeters thick, was encountered. Although no

wood, bone or cultural materials iere recovered, it was

assumed that this unit was a burial and the organic

staining represented the only remaining traces of the

original contents. The stained fill was collected, as

per the disinterment contract, for reburial.

Burial Four

Located on a southwest-tending slope, in a large

depressed area, burial four was positioned directly to

the west of burial two (Figure 3) The only surface

indicator of the burial's location was a pile of sub-

angular cobbles placed along the western margin of the

grave. It was necessary to remove btween 20 and JO

centimeters of granitic sand, small gravels and clay

slope wash before being able to define the burialLs

parameters.

It was noted, upon removal of this overburden,

that the grave fill was similar to that of burials one

and two. The fill measured approximately 210 centimeters

in length by 120 centimeters in width. At approximately

110 centimeters below the overburden or 1)40 to 150

centimeters below the ground surface, casket cap boards

were encountered. Just as with burials one and two the
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lateral edges extended horizontally beyond the edges of

the casket and the central portion of the cap boards and

casket lid had collapsed over the skeleton (Figure 19).

The casket was rectangular in shape and measured

approximately 180 centimeters in length and 95 centimeters

in width. The size of the lumber was not determined but

cross members, used to support and strengthen the cap

boards and casket lid, were noted running perpendicular

to the long axis of the casket. The casket measured

approximately L0 centimeters in depth and was constructed

with machine-cut square nails. The boards on the bottom

of the casket were placed parallel to the long axis and

were supported by boards placed perpendicular to the long

axis. These support members were secured to the underside

of the casket. No ornaments or casket handle were

recovered from this burial.

Root activity had completely penetrated the casket

and the skeletal remains but, unlike some of the other

burials, preservation of the skeletal remains and cloth

was excellent. The entire torso was covered by the remnants

of a black woolen coat. No cloth preserved under the

coat or below the waist. In addition three buttons were

also recovered (Table 5).
Another interesting feature was the recovery of seeds

from the sacral region of the individual. These were

identified as Himalaya Blackberry (Rubus discolor), an

exotic species to North America (Appendix F). These

proved helpful in the identification of the burials and

are discussed at greater length in the burial identification

section.

The preservation of the skeletal remains, particularly

the skulL, was excelient. Post-cranial preservation was

good compared to the other burials, although fragmentary

in some respects and not quite as good as burial two.

(Figures 20 and 2i).



Figure 19. Cap boards, burial four, Col1ings
C enietery.

Figure 20.

s,-,

S ' 'I

Skeletal remains, burial four,
Collings Cemetery.

L5



Figure. 21. Skeletal remains, burial four, Collings
Cemetery.

Li.6



The fragmentary nature of the post-cranial elements

limited the osteometric data. However, both femora

and the right radius were well preserved and allowed

stature estimations to be calculated from their measured

lengths. This data indicated that this individual was

approximately 5' 5" to 5" 6" in height. Empiricial

observations indicated that this individual was robust,

though not nearly as robust as burial two. The sex

indicators coupled with the burial artifacts, i.e. a

suit coat,(Table 6)indicated that this individual was

male.

Age estimations, based on the degree of sutural

closure and the comparative lack of tooth loss, indicated

that this individual was between 45 and 65 years of age

at the time of death. These observations suggest that

this was one of the youngest, if not the youngest adult

buried in the cemetery.

The skull was by far the most complete and best

preserved specimen recovered. Due to the quality of

the preservation a great deal of osteometeric data and

non-metric data were recorded(Figure 22Oand Appendix c).

The cranium exhibited a number of interesting

features. These included the presence of ossicles in

both the lambdoidal and coronal sutures (Figure 23) as

well as an ossicle at lambda (Figure 2L1.). The palate

exhibited a transverse torus (Figure 25) and a maxillary

torus was observed on the left and right sides (Figure26).

In terms of dentition this was the only individual

recovered with a full complement of teeth, although some

teeth were represented by only the tooth roots. An

interesting dentition pattern was noted resulting from

the decay and abscessing of the segnd right;maxillary

molar and the decay of the first right maxillary premolar.

In both cases the roots were present but the rest of the

tooth had decayed. It was noted that the third maxillary



TABLE 6. ARTIFACTS, BURIAL FOUR, COLLINGS CEMETERY

Artifacts Number of: items

Machine-cut Square Nails

Type4 6
Type 6 25
Type7 4
Type 10 1

Buttons

Type 11
Type 12
Type 13

Type 1 27

48

Wood

Type 1 Casket

Fabric

Type 3 1

Seeds



149

Figure 22. Skull recovered from
burial four, Collings
Cemetery.
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molar on the right side showed signs of having drifted

towards the second molar position closing the gap left

by the decay of the second molar. Consequently the

occlusion was not perfectly symmetricial. The molars

on the left side were noticably more worn, suggesting

that this side was favored for chewing..

The chipped condition of the teeth was also of

some interest. The secondary dentine of the anterior

teeth appears to have been chipped out. The sharpness

of the tooth edges indicates that whatever caused this

phenomena was a result of post mortem activity (Figure2.

Burial Five

Burial five was positioned parallel to and about

20 centimeters downslope from burial two (Figure 3).
As noted with the other burials, the most prominent surface

indicator of the grave's location was the presence of

several large subangular: cobbles near. the western-. enth

of the grave. After removing about 30 centimeters of

slope wash the graveis outline became discernible from

the surrounding soil. The grave fill was found to be

similar to that of burials one, two and four. The fill

measured approximately 260 centimeters by 90 centimeters.

Upon removal of the grave fill the lid of the grave

liner was dicovered 150 centimeters below the slopewash

(Figure 27). The grave liner differed from the cap boards

recovered from the other burials. Rather than a-simple

network of boards that covered the lid of the casket,

the liner was a complete box enclosing the casket.

Although the lid of the casket and graveliner had

collapsed into the casket and over the body the integrity

of the casket and liner were still well enough preserved

to allow a detailed reconstruction of both (figure 28).
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Figure 27. Grave liner, burial five,
Collings Cemetery.



Figure 28. Artists reconstruction of casket
and grave Liner, burial five,
Collings Cemetery (Brauner and
Jenkins, 1980)

51.1.
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The grave liner measured 211 centimeters by 65

centimeters by 5 centimeters. The lid of the liner

was constructed of Li."xl" lumber, running perpendicular

to the long axis of the box and was held together with

two parallel support stringers approximately 3"xl" in

cross section. The end boards of the liner were also

placed perpendicular to the long axis while the side

boards ran parallel to the long axis. The bottom of

the graveliner was similar in construction to the lid

but the support stringers, used on the lid, were not

employed in its construction.

The casket was constructed in a manner similar

to that of the linerbut the boards forming the floor

of the casket were noted to run parallel to the long

axis rather than perpendicular to it.

Both the casket and liner were constructed using

round wire drawn nails. The lid of the liner was secured

with screws while the lid of the casket was attached

with decorative fastners (type 2, Appendix B).

A number of other casket accessories also were

recovered. These included six silver-plated casket

handles and a silver-plated plaque with the words "At

Rest" inscribed on it (Figure 29). Another interesting

feature was the presence of a glass face-plate on the

lid of the casket (Figure 30). Inaddition,fragfl1efltS

of paint adhering to the wood indicated that this casket

had been painted. Other than the casket hardwareand

accessories, only a few buttons and a bow tie were T

recovered (Table 6).
A great deal of root activity was noted within the

casket and the preservation of the skeletal remains was

rather poor (Figures 31 and 32). The cranium exhibited

post-mortem deformation and crushing; as a result it

was quite fragmentary. The mandible showed considerable

evidence of bone resorption but root cavities were noted
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Figure 29. Artifacts, burial five, Collings
Cemetery.
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Figure 30. Casket lid, burial five, Collings
Cemetery.



TABLE 7. ARTIFACTS, BURIAL FIVE, COLLINGS CEMETERY

Object Number of Items

Wire Drawn Nails

Casket Handles

Type 1

Casket Ornaments

Type 1 1

Type 2 6
Type 7 1

Miscellanoeus Metal Objects

Type 1

Glass

Type 1

Wood

Type 3 Casket
Type 6 Grave liner

57

Type 2 16
Type 5 46
Type 6 89
Type 15 5

Screws

Type 1 4
Type 2 24
Type 3 3
Type 4 6

Type 6 L1.

Casket Hardware

Type 1 :3

Type 2 2

Type 3 3
Type 5 1



(TABLE 7. continued)

Fabric

Type 10

Buttons

Type

58
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Figure 31. Skeletal remains, burial five,
Collings Cemetery.
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Figure 32. Skeletal remains, burial five,
Collings Cemetery.
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in the canine and lateral incisor positions on both the

left and right sides, Due to the deteriorated condition

it is unclear whether the central incisors were present

or not. A root cavity was also observed in the first

premolar position on the right side. The maxillary

alveolus was not recovered.

Post- cranially the deteriorated condition of the

remains limited the amount of osteometric data obtainable.

However, it was possible to calculate the stature from

the left femur. This data indicated an approximate height

of 5' 7". This individual was moderately robust and

exhibited some lipping on the vertebral articulating

facets. Sutural fusion was well underway although not

complete and ossicles were observed in the coronal and

lambdoidal sutures and at lambda. Observations of the

skeletal data suggest that this individual was a male

and at least 55 years of age at the time of death.

Burials Six, Eight, and Nine

Burials six, eight and nine were all identified as

premature infant burials. The burials were located in

a cluster down slope from burial four (Figure 3). A

rock cairn had been placed over each grave and the burials

were all encountered between 20 and 30 centimeters below

a slopewash over-burden. The grave fill in each case

measured approximately 60 centimeters by 30 centimeters

forming a roughly rectangular shape. All the burials

were oriented with the long axis east to west.

Rocks placed around burial six were a contributing

factor in the determination of the casket size and

shape (Figure 33). The casket was rectangular in shape

and measured 40 centimeters by 20 centimeters by 10

centimeters. Machine-cut square nails were used in the

construction of the casket (Table 8).



Figure 33. Rock liner, burial six, Collings
Cemetery

Figure 314 keleta1 remains, burial six, Collings
Cemetery.
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Artifacts Number of Items

Machine-cut Square Nails

Type 1 17

Type 5 4

Wood

Type 2 Casket

TABLE a. ARTIFACTS, BURIAL SIX, COLLINGS CEMETERY
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Although the wood was poorly preserved the skeletal remains

were in excellent condition (Figures 3Zt. and 35). The

preservation of the cranial elements provided a means

of accurately determining the age of this individual.

This data indicated an intra-uterine age of seven months.

Post-cranially a large number of vertebral fragments

and long bone diaphyses were recovered. In addition,

nine metacarpals/tarsals also were recovered (I?igure 35).
The determination of the individual's sex was not possible.

The casket of burial eight (Figure 3.6). measured

10 centimeters by 20 centimeters. No wood was preserved

but 28 machine-cut square nails were recovered (Table 9).
lTnlike burial six no rocks had been placed around the

casket.

Skeletal preservation was also poor, with only ten

bone fragments being recovered (figure 37). Nine of

these were identified as cranial fragments; the size

and developmental similarity of these to those of burial

six suggests that this individual was approximately the

same age as burial six.

Burial nine had the poorest preservation of all

the infant burials. only a few wood fragments, uniden'

tified metal (nails?) fragments, one machine-cut square

nail and some staining were noted (Table 10). The casket

was originally rectangular and similar in size to the

casket recovered from burial eight.

Burial Seven

Burial seven was situated parallel to and about 40

centimeters downslope from burial five (Figure 3). A

group of subangular cobbles and a temporary gravemarker

were located near the western edge of the grave. The

outline of the fill, which measured 230 centimeters

by 105 centimeters, was distinguishable only after
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TABLE 9. ARTIFACTS, BURIAL EIGHT, COLLINGS CEMETERY

Artifact Number of Items

Machine-cut Square Nails

Type 1
Type 5

TABLE 10. ARTIFACTS, BURIAL NINE, COLLINGS CEMETERY

Artifact Number of Items

Machine-cut Square Nails

Type5 1

Miscellaneous Metal Objects

Type3 2

Wood

Type 2 casket
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removing between 30 and 140 centimeters of slopewash.

Once the grave was defined the fill was found to be

similar to that of burial one.

At approxiamtely 140 centimeters below the slope-

iash, a network of cap boards was encountered. These

had collapsed inward into the center of the coffin in

a manner similar to the previously described burials.

The lateral margins of the boards were still in the

horizontal plane extending beyond the margins of the

coffin (Figure 38).

Although the sLdes of the coffin and the lid had

collapsed inward, a detailed reconstruction of the coffin

was still possible (Figure 39). The coffin measured

six feet in length and varied in width from 14 inches

at the foot to 214 inches at the shoulder and then

constricted again to 10 inches at the head. The side

boards of the coffin had been bent to form the expanding

and constricting configuration.

The floor andlid of the coffin were constructed

utilizing three boards running parallel to the long axis

'Figure 40). The lateral edges were cut to conform to

the expanding and constricting sides. The lid was segmented

in three sections. The coffin appears to have been

constructed primarily with round wire drawn nails although

a few machine-cut square nails and a single screw were

also recovered.

Paint adhering to the wood fragments indicated

that this coffin was originally painted white. In addition

to the paint, the coffin had been decorated with a lily

pad and flower-shaped candle holder, placed on the lid

near the head of the coffin. Screw-in ornamental fasteners

similar to those from burial five , were used to secure

the coffin lid.(Figure 4i1). The coffin handles were

identical to those from burial five on the front surface

but differed slightly on the back side (type 3, Appendix D).
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Figure O. reconstruction of the coffin from
burial seven, Collings cemetery (Brauner and
Jenkins, 1980)
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No grave goods were found in the coffin but a bow tie

and a few buttons were recovered (Table ii).

The skeletal preservation, although not as good

as burials two_and four, was such that some osteometric

observations were possible (Figures L2 and 45). Root

activity, as described for the other burials, was also

present and, coupled with the crushing from the collapse

of the coffin, contributed to the destruction of the

remains.

The cranium exhibited post-mortem deformation and

crushing, thus limiting the number of cranial osteonietriC

observations. The mandible showed signs of alveolar

resorption but tooth roots were observed in the left

first molar and right lateral incisor positions. In

addition, a possible root cavity was observed in the

right third molar position.

Post-cranially this individual was in a very

deteriorated condition and very few osteometric observations

were possible. Suprisingly all the ribs on the rib side

and nine on the left were recovered. This may have been

a result of having excavated the torso section of this

individual in the laboratory (Figure LiL). These elements

decayed rapidly in the other graves.

An approxiamte femur length was determined using

both the right and left femora to get a composite length.

ror details see the laboratory methodology section. This

information and a comparison with the other burials allowed

a stature estimation of 5 6 1/2" to 5' 7 1/2" to be made.

The well-developed mastoids, a narrow sciatic notch

and a bow tie, found in situ, indicated that this individ-

ual was male. The loss of teeth, resorption of the mandible,

and the degree of sutural closure indicated that this

individual was over 60 years of age when he died.



TABLE 11. ARTIFACTS, BURIAL SEVEN, COLLINGS CEMETERY

Artifacts Number of Items

Wire Drawn Nails

Type 1

Type 10
Type 11
Type 13
Type lLlr

Machine-cut Square Nails

Type 8

Screws

Type 5

Coffin/Casket Hardware

Type 1

Type L.

Coffin/Casket Handles

Type 1

Coffin/Casket Ornaments

Type 3
Type 5
Type 6

Wood

Type 6

Fabric

Type 1
Type 2

Buttons

5
1

2
13

L.

1

6

7
1

Coffin

1

Type4 7
Type 14 4

Typel5 3
Type 16 3
Type 17 1
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Figure 243. Skeletal remains, burial seven, Collings
Cemetery.

Figure 24Lt. Torso section of burial seven
during laboratory excavation,
Collings Cemetery.
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Burial Ten

Burial ten was situated west of burial one and

slightly upsiope (Figure 3). On the surface, the grave

was easily identified by a shallow oval depression and

a small pile of subangular cobbles near the western edge

of the grave. Upon removal of the sod, the grave's

outline became readily apparent, and measured only 170

centimeters by 80 centimeters. It was smaller than

the adult graves indicating that this was probably

the grave of a child.

The grave fill was a clay matrix very similar to

that of burial three. As with burial three, preservation

was poor. At approximately 189 centimeters below the

ground surface small paper-thin pieces of wood were

encountered. These fragments and the arrangement of

machine-cut square nails indicate that the coffin was

130 centimeters in length and expanded from 20 centimeters

in width at the foot to L1.Ø centimeters at the shoulder

and then narrowed again to 20 centimeters at the head

(Figure Li.5).

No skeletal remains were preserved but three white

glass shirt buttons and two seated liberty half dollars

were recovered (Table 12). The arrangement of the buttons

indicated that the head had been placed to the west while

tha half dollars appear to have been placed on the floor

of the coffin on either side of the head (Figure Li.6).

As per the disinterment contract, the sediment in the

coffin was collected for reburial.

flurial Eleven

Burial eleven was located down slope from the infant

burials (Figure 3). Unlike the other graves, the surface

of this burial was marked by two piles of subangular

7L.



TABLE 12. ARTIFACTS, BURIAL TEN, COLLINGS CEMETERY

Artifacts Number of Items

Machine-cut Square Nails

Type3 8
Type5 1

Type 7 22
Type 10 8

Buttons

Type 9
Type 10

Miscellaneous Metal Objects

Type 5
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cobbles located near the head and foot of the grave.

After the sod had been removed the outline of the grave

was readily discernible and measured 270 centimeters by

90 centimeters.

The top of the casket was encountered 160 centimeters

below the ground surface (Figure 11.7). A rectangular box,

it measured 218 centimeters in length and 70 centimeters

in width (figure 11.8). Due to decay and crushing, the

depth of the casket was not discernible. The casket had

been constructed using wire drawn nails.

A variety of ornamental accessories were added to

the finished casket shell (Table i3). These accessories

and the casket handles, with the exception of a metal

plaque similar to one recovered from burial five, were

different than those recovered from the other burials.

The handles were a composite of wood and metal and had

been manufactored by the S.M.C. Company (Figures 11-9 and 50).

To date, nothing is known about this company but a patent

date on the back of the handles was useful in providing

a lower limiting date for this burial.

The skeletal remains were in an extermely poor state

of preservation (Figures 51 and 52). Post.-cranially a

limited number of observations were possible. Cranial

preservation was a little better but still quite

fragmentary. Most of the calvarium was present but little

of the face or occipital region was preserved. Hair was

noted on the posterior of the calvarium fragments and

on the mandible. Although the mandible was preserved

it was badly deteriorated and was helç tqe'ther by onl a

matrix of soil and roots. In addition to the facial hair

the mandible exhibited a considerable amount of alveolar

resorption.

Stature estimations were made by comparing this

burial to the other burials. This comparison indicated

that this individual was approximately 5' 5" in height.
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Figure 49. Handle detail, burial eleven, Co1ling
C em e t e ry.

Figure 47. Casket, burial eleven, Collings Cemetery.



Figure Lt8. Artist's reconstruction of the casket recovered
from burial eleven, Collings Cemetery.



TABLE 13. ARTIFACTS, BIJRIAL ELEVEN, COLLINGS CEMETERY

Artifacts Number of Items

Wire Dr'ain Nails

Type L 32

Type 8 30
Type 12 9
Type 16 85

Machine-cut Square Nails

Type 9

Coffin/Casket Hardware

Type 5 2

Type 6 2

type 7 2

Casket Handles

Type 2

Coffin/Casket Ornaments

Type L4.

Type 8

Miscellaneous Metal Objects

Type 2
Type 3
Type 6

Type 1

Type5 1

Type6 1

Type7 1

Buttons

Type 3

80

Wood

Type L Casket
Type 5 Casket Handle
Type 5 Casket

Fabric



Figure 50. Artistts reconstruction ofCasket handles
from burial eleven, Collings Cemetery
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Figure 51. Skeletal remains, burial eleven, Collings
Cemetery.

Figure 52. Skeletal remains, burial eleven, Collings
C eme t e ry.



The degree of sutural closure and the resorption of

the mandible indicated an age of at leat 60 years of

age at the time of death. The facial hair and bow tie

recovered suggest that this individual was male.

Burial Twelve

After the removal of the first eleven burials no

other obvious graves were evident. However as a safe.

guard the area surrounding the cemetery was examined.

A small oval depression associated with a number of

subangular cobbles (Figure 5), similar to the surface

indicators found associated with the other burials,

was located about three meters down slope from burial

seven (Figure 3). This unit measured approximately 89

centimeters by 50 centimeters in plane view and was 65

centimeters in depth. This unit was unique in that the

long axis was oriented in a northeast-southwest dirctithu

rather than in an east-west direction like the other

burials.

No cultural or skeletal materials were recovered,

but a slight organic staining was noted. The variability

of preservation from grave to grave was such that it

could not be determined clearly if this was a burial

pit or whether it represented some unknown cultural

activity. As a result one cubic foot of fill was collected

for reinterment as per contract specifications.
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VII. BURIAL IDENTIFICATION

Watkins Cemetery

The disinterment contract listed the burials in

the 1Tatkins Cemetery as John floe Watkins and Jane floe

Watkins. The living relatives, as previously mentioned,

agreed that the burials were the children of Mark A.

L'atkins and Martha (Langley) Watkins. However the ages

and names of these individuals were in question.

The archeological recovery of two burials provided

some clarifying information. The size and similarity

of burial two to the infant burials at the Collings

Cemetery suggests that this grave was also that of an

infant or a stillbirth. The upper portion of burial

one had been destroyed; as a result only the lower ten

centimeters of fill remained. The lack of skeletal or

artifactual remains limited the conclusions that could

be drawn from this grave. However the surface dimensions

of the remaining fill, LtO centimeters by 80-90 centimeters,

were not much larger than that of burial two. This in

turn suggests that this gx:ave was also that of an infant

or stillbirth.

The question of whether or not one of these graves is

that of James Watkins also needs to be addressed. The size

of the grave would argue against this possibility. James

is reported to have been approximately eight or nine years

of age when he died (Watkins and Collings, 1980) and the

size of the graves suggests that they were for persons

much smaller than eight or nine.

In summation, two burials were recovered behind the

site of the Watkins' homestead. These were the children

of Mark A. and Martha Watkins and both burials were

probably infants or stillbirths. They were probably

interred between 1889 and 1895. The possibility that



one of these burials is that of James Watkins is highly

unlikely.

I'ially, the possibility was suggested that there

were other burials located somewhere behind the Watkins'

homestead. However, the archeological data does not

support this. The relatively undisturbed areas were

not good locations for burials, being steep and rocky,

and no indicators of any burials were found in these

areas. The most highly disturbed area, where the two

recovered burials were located, was sufficient in size

to have allowed for more burials and would have been

the logical location for any other burials. A thorough

surface and subsurface examination of this area revealed

no trace ofaxiy graves besides the two recovered.

Collings Cemetery

The determination of the identity of the recovered

remains at the Collings Cemetery began with a careful

study of the historical, archeological and physical

anthropological data for correlations between these

data. The most readily apparent and obvious possible

choices of identification were dealt with first. These

were the adult female, Bessie Langley, the child and

infant burials. With these determinations made, identi-

fication of the six adult males, Charles Williams,

Edward Langley, Thomas Jefferson Fawcett, Freeman Oscar

Collings, James Terry and Stephen Terry, was initiated.

The first identifications (Brauner and Jenkins,

1980) were made in July 1980 as partial fulfillment of

the disinterment contract. This initial identification

was hampered by time constraints imposed upon the project

to meet contract deadline. It was further hampered by

a lack of data. Since the first identifications more

information has been compiled that further narrows the

86
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possible choices of identification.

Identification began with the infant burials. The

two infants listed in the Jackson County Cemetery records

were identified as the son and daugther of Freeman Oscar

Collings. It can be assumed then that two of the recovered

infant-burials were the Collings' children. The identity

of the third burial is unknown. However, it would be a

fairly safe assumption that the third infant was also

related to the Collings family. This is based on the

fact that the Watkins' infants were buried behind the

Watkins' homestead anJ otIerfamilies.mada use of the

Jacksonville and Logtown Cemeteries. Finally, it is

not known which of the three infants recovered are those

listed in the cemetery records.

The identity of the child's grac i also in

question. No writtenrecords were located wh.ch indicated

that a child was buried in the cemetery. Two possible

choices of identification can be considered. The first

possiblity is the orphan boy Ben reported by Frank

Collings (1980) and the second is James Watkins. The latter

would mean that the. James listed in the disinterment

contract is James Watkins, whose burial location is

unspecified. He is known to have died in 1886 (Gaston,

1912) in the Applegate area but he is not listed in any

cemetery records. Living relatives do not know the

location of his grave, although it was suggested by

Guy Watkins (1980) and Frank collings (1980) that James

was buried at the Watkins Cemetery; howaver araheological

evidence does not support this.

When excavations began, a possible solution to the

question of the identity of burial ten was hoped for

in the analysis of the remains. Ben isreported (eollings,

:1980) o have had a crippling accident, falling in .n

irrigation ditch, before he died. lie also is reported
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to have lived for approximately a year after the accident,

before his death. James Watkins is reported to have died

from a fall off a horse. It is quite likely that had

skeletal remains been recovered of either Ben oF James,

manifestations of these accidents would have been readily

apparent.. Unfortunately no skeletal material was recover-

ed from the child's grave. -

Support for the possibility that burial ten is

Ben is based entirely on the story of Frank Collings.

lIe claims that Ben was the first person buried in the

cemetery and was interred in the highest grave on the

knoll.

There are a number of points that suggest that this

grave is not Ben's. The first are discrepancies in Mr.

Collings' story. He states that Ben was the first person

buried in the cemetery; this would place the date of

interment before 1888. In recalling the story of Ben,

Mr. Collings indicates that Ben appeared in the Applegate

area around the turn of the century. Thus Ben would

have died well after 1888 and could not possibly have

been the first burial in the cemetery.

A second point arguing against burial ten being

Ben revolves around the lack of knowledge of Ben and

Mrs. Grace Buck's (personal communication, 1980) contention

that Ben never existed. If Ben appeared, lived and died

in the Applogate Valley, as Mr. Collings claims, it

would be expected that Ben would be remembered in the

folklore ot the area. This is especially true when it

is considering that Mr. Collin'gs himself probably had

to hear the story of Ben from some other person in the

first place. This is based on the knowledge that he

would have been only a small child or possibly not even

born when Ben appeared in the area and died. Coupled

with Grace Buck's contention that Ben is a idaydream"
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of Mr. Collings, this throws doubt on the actual existence

of Ben.

The care that was given to burial ten prior to

interment also suggests that this is not the grave of

an unknown orphan. Two features are noted in this

regard: First the burial container was a coffin,

i.e., a six-sided box, rather thaii a simple four-

sided box or casket. The making of a coffin requires

more skill and time than that of a casket and was probably

made by a cabinet maker or undertaker. Second was

the presence of two silver half dollars placed in the

coffin on either side of the head. Both of these

features indicate more care and concern for the deceased

than would be expected in the case of an unknown orphan

and in turn lend support to the other possible identifi-

cation, i.e., that this burial is James Watkins, a

child of known residents of the area.

As previouly noted, the location of James Watkins'

grave is not known. The identification of burial ten

as James Watkins is based solely on circumstantial

evidence and the already stated contention that this

is not the grave of Ben.

If the child's grave, burial ten, is assumed to

be James rather than Ben the obvious contradiction with

Mr. Co1ling' story must be explained. As has already

been shown the story and existence of Ben must be

questioned; so too is there some question of Mr. Collings'

recollection ofJames' grave. No grave was located

that could be identified as James Watkins at the location

where Mr. Collings indicated James Watkins was buried.

There is also a similarity in Mr. Collings' stories

of Ben and James. He states that James was buried close

to the Applegate ditch. At the Collings Cemetery this

would place James high on the knoll, in virtually the

same location as Ben is reported to be buried. In



addition James is known to have died as a result of an

accidental fall from a horse, while Ben is reportd to

have had a crippling accident subsquent to his death.

Finally Ben is reported to be the first burial in the

cemetery. If in fact James is burial ten then he would

be the first burial in the cemetery.

The similarity of these situations and the lack

of supporting documentation or archeological evidence

suggests that Mr. Collings' accounts of Ben and James

are in error. The reliability of his recall. in th±s

particular case must be questioned. The problems of

relating past events from memory in old age, e.g.,

remembering names and dates correctly, is well known

and documented (Barbizet, 1970;96 and Craik, 1977:LlOO

Lt02, Li.09-410). The possibility exists, therefore,

that his recollection of the above events is not entirely

accurate although they may, in fact, be based on actual

occurrences.

If burial ten is assumed to be James a second point

must also be addressed this concerns why James was not

buried behind the Watkins' homestead. Two explanations

can be forwarded. First it is not entirely clear or

known when the Watkins' homestead was built. The

possibility exists that the site was not yet settled.

Mark Watkins, James' father, did not file a homestead

application for the site until September 7 1891 (Jackson

County Deed Iecord, vol.23:358), a full five years

after James is reported to have died. Burial of James

at the site of the Collings Cemetery would have been.

a logical choice if the Watkins family was not yet

permenantly settled. The land on which the Collings

Cemetery is located was owned at the time of James'

death by Edward Langley, James"grandfather, and thus

a filial relationship existed such that James could

be buried on family land (Jackson County Deed flecord

vol. Li.J:591).
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The second explanation assumes that the site was

occupied but the family did not want to bury James so

close to the house. In this case it should be noted

that James was the first Watkins' child to die, thus,

suggesting that grief might be a motivating factor.

with the first possibility mentioned, burial at the

site of the Collings Cemetery would have been a logical

alternative. This would have would have been close

enough to the Watkins' home to allow visits to the grave

but far enough away not to be a constant reminder of

James' death.

In summary the evidence for the identification of

burial ten as James Watkins is based on the diinterment

contract that lists a James as being buried in the

cemetery, the discounting of the possibilty that this

burial is Ben, the similarity of Mr. Collings' stories

of Ben and James, and the attention that was given to

the deceased prior to burial.

The identification of Bessie Langley was the easiest

to make. Only one adult female was reported to be

buried in the Collings Cemetery. The identification

was accomplished utilizing the data derived from the

skeletal analysis. Burial one exhibited a number of

traits that indicated it was female. These included

the breadth of the saiatic notch, the overall gracile

appearance of the post-cranial members compared with

the rest of the remains, and the estimation of short

stature. This identification was substantiated by

a number of non-osteological indicators, among which

were the presence of facial hair on the mandible of

burial eleven and traditional male clothing in burials

four, five, seven, and eleven. In addition, coffin

accessories recovered from burials five, seven and eleven

dated these burials after the reported interment date

of Bessie Langley.
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With the identification of burial one as Bessie

Langley, burials six, eight, and nine as Collings'

infants, and burial ten as James Watkins, the possible

choices of identification for the remaining six adult

males was narrowed to burials two, three, four, five,

seven, and eleven.

The first area of focus was on known dates

associated with particular burials and a comparison

of these with the known dates of death. Aecessories

recovered from burials five and seven were manufactured

by the Western Casket Com.pny of Elgin, Illinois. This

company did not enter business until 190:3. Thus,

Charles Williams who died in 1900 and Thomas Jefferson

Fawcett who died in1893 couldnot be either of these

burials. The determination of a September 3, 1899 date

from burial eleven eliminated T. J. Fawcett as a possible

identification choice for this burial. The closeness

of this date with the date of Charles Williams' death

also suggests, although it does not absolutely rule out

the possibility, that this burial is not his.

Therecovery of seeds in the sacral region of burial

four, identified as Rubus discolor, Himalaya Blackberry,

(Appendix E)provided a means of effectively eliminating

T. J. Fawcett as a possible choice for this burial. It

is probable that these were not introduced to Southern

Oregon before 1893, thus the identification choices for

T. J. Fawcett are narrowed to burials two and three.

The presence of facial hair, recovered from the

mandible in burial eleven proved to be useful as a means

of narrowing the identification possibilities. In a

photograph, circa 1908, of James Terry and Edward Langley,

Terry is pictured as clean shaven while Langley is revealed

as wearing a beards Interviews with Grace Buck (1980)

and Frank collings (1980) identified these individuals

and confirmed that Langley wore a beard while Terry did not.
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In addition, Mr. Collings stated that his father, Freeman

Oscar Collings, and Stephen Terry also wore beards. Mrs.

Buck was able to confirm that F. 0. Collings had a beard

but she was unsure about Stephen Terry. With this data

James Terry was eliminated as a possible identification

choice for burial eleven.

This photograph also provided a means to help rank

order the male adults in terms of stature. Both Mrs.

Buck and Mr. Collings were able to provide information

that aided in the rank ordering.

Because Frank Collings' information was thoroughly

questioned in the preceeding discussion of burial ten,

the child grave, the reason should be stated why his

information is used in the following stature discussion.

First, it should be noted that in the burial ten discus-

sion we were dealing with a time period dating to the

time of his birth, which he, therefore, could not know

about first hand. It also was noted that his information

could very well have had its basis in fact but was simply

confused. Secondly, his information, in the cases of

the other burials, is corroborated by Grace Buck"s testi-

moriy. Third, to test both Mr. Collings' and Mrs. Buck's

information, they were both asked about the relative

stature of the individuals before they were asked to

identify the photograph of Langley and Terry. As a

result the photograph can not be said to have influenced

their accounts. Finally, neither of them were told of

the stature information. This insured that one

was not influenced by the other.

In the photograph Langley is noticeably shorter

than James Terry. Both Mr. Callings and Mrs. Buck

concurred that James Terry was the larger of the two.

He is described by Collings (Medford Mail Tribune, 1978)

as a large individual. Both Mrs. Buck and Mr. Collings

indicated that James Terry was a little smaller
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than his brother Stephen Terry. Freeman Oscar Collings

is remembered by his son Frank Collings to be well built

but not overly tall. He indicated that his father was

at least as big if not a little bigger than Stephen Terry.

It is of interest to note that Frank is himself a large

indi'ridual. With this information it was possible to

rank order these individuals relative to each other

according to stature. That ordering from smallest to

largest is as follows: E. Langley, James Terry, Stephen

Terry and Freeman Oscar Collings.

Stature estimations from the skeletal analysis

indicated that burial eleven was the shortest male burial

while burial two was the largest. Burials four, five

and seven, in that order, fall between burials two and

eleven. Correlating this information with the informants'

testimony and the photograph suggests that Edward J.

Langley is probably burial eleven and is definitely not

burial two. It also suggests that Freeman Oscar Collings

is burial two and if Collings is burial two thenThomas

Jefferson Fawcett is burial three. We are left with

Charles Williams, James Terry and Stephen Terry as

burials four, five, and seven. It has already been

shown that Charles Williams can not be burials five

or seven; therefore, he must be burial four. Stephen

Terry can be assigned to burial five and James Terry

to burial seven based on stature estimations.

There are a number of questionable aspects with

these identifications. First, for example, there is

nothing to indicate one way or the other whether Thomas

Jefferson Fawcet should be assigned burial two or three, and

Collings could just as easily be burial three. Second,

there is nothing to indicate that Charles Williams is

not burial two, three, or eleven.

At this point age estimations do provide some useful

information that suggests which possible identifications
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might be more correct. As noted previously, all the

adults except Bessie Langley and Charles Williams, were

reported to be of old age, i.e., 70's or 80's. No age

is known for Charles Williams and Bessie Langley is

reported to have been in her 50's when she died. Burials

one and four were estimated to be the youngest burials

based on the skeletal analysis. Burial one has already

been identified as Bessie Langley. The age of burial

four was estimated to be as young as 145 and no older

than 65. Thus the remains from burial four appear to

be of an individual younger than F. 0. Collings, T. J.

Fawcett or either of the Terry brothers. It is therefore

reasonable to assume that burial four is Charles Williams.

because the remains appear to be too young to be the

other adults.

To test these identifications a number of identifit-

cations were made and tested in light of the known data.

For example if Edward Langley were either burial five

or seven then either of the Terry brothers or F. 0.

Collings would have to be burial eleven. This is not

possible because they are all taller than Edward Langley

and burial eleven is the smallest burial. Therefore

Edward Langley can not be burials five or seven.

This procedure confirmed and supported the previous

identifications. In summary they are as follows: burial

one, Bessie Langley; burial two, F. 0. Collings; burial

three, T. J. Fawcett; burial four, C. Williams; burial

five, Stephen Terry; burials six, eight, and nine, Coll±ngs

infants; burial seven, James Terry; burial ten, James

Watkins; and burial eleven, Edward Langley.

After these identifications were made, circumstantial

sources of data were examined for support or repudiation

of the identifications. An examination of these data

in general supported the above stated conclusions.

An examination of historical documents and ethnographic

information proved useful in illuminating the economic
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structure of the community and the propensity of

particular individuals towards various occupations.

The type ofdtàsoughtin this case wainforrnation
that would indicate who had the financial means to

afford the fancier coffins and caskets recovered from

burials five, seven aid eleven.

1'hen asked if any of the individuals in the Collings

Cemetery was wealthy, neither Collings (1980) or Buck

(1980) remembered anybody as particularly rich. This

is not suprising when it is considered that both Mr.

Collings and Mrs. Buck were children when they knew

these people and they would not have had access to

their financial status. At best this indicates that

none of the individuals buried at the cemetery displayed

any outward manifestations of great wealth.

However other types of information obtained from

irs. Buck and Mr. Collings are reflective of the

financial status of these individuals. Edward Langley

is remembered by Mrs. Buck as a business man. In addition

to owning a ranch he is reported to have been partners with

James Terry, owning a stampmill near the mouth of Squaw

Creek (Buck, 1980 and Jackson County Miscellaneous Records

vol. D:134). Edward Langley is also known to have sold

most if not all his properties before his death. No

probate records are on file in the county archives that

would have indicated the extent of his holdings when he

died but there are numerous entries in the Deed Records

oftranactions that took place prior to his death.

For example, two years before his death he sold one piece

of property for a sum of $2,000 (Jackson County Deed

Record, vol. 91;213).

When Langleys second wife died in 1888 he is reported

to have adopted the Collings family, Freeman Oscar, his

wife and their eight children, including Frank, because
his house was roomier than theirs. k'reeman Oscar Collings



and Langley farmed and mined together until Freeman died

in 1905. Following his death, Langley supported the

family until his own death in 1913. Before he died

he sold his ranch and the land on which the Collings

Cemetery is located to the Collings family for a minimal

amount of money (Collings, 1980 and Jackson County Deed

Record, vol. 68:45, vol. 89:317-318).

In addition to his partnership with Langley, James

Terry was also a partner, along with his brother Stephen

and two others, in the Carberry Mining Company in 1895

(JacksonCounty Mining Record, vol. A:517). It appears

that in 1906 the company's claims and others were sold

to the Phoenix Mining Syndicate for $10,000 (Jackson

County Deed Record, vol. 60:299-302). How large James

and Stephen Terry's shares were is not known.

The preceeding information suggests that Langley

an the Terry brothers all. had .the means to. afford.the

more elaborate and expensive coffins and caskets. In

addition it can be noted that the Terry brothers were

bachelors and thus had no immediate family on which to

spend their accummulated earnings. This is in marked

contrast to Fxeeman Oscar Collings who had a wife and

eight children.

Additional evidence that the identifications are

correct is derived from the placement of the graves in

the cemetery in terms of time. After the identifications

were formulated it was noted that the placement of

the graves started at the top of the cemetery and moved

downslope through time. When it is considered that

the graves were placed in the ground close to one. another

in fairly neat parallel rows (Figure 3) it is more

logical to suggest that they were placed in the ground

sequentially through time rather than randomly.



VIII. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

The primary emphasis of this study was on the

methods used to locate, remove and identify historic,

Euro-American burials for reinterment. The project

on which this study was based was necessary to insure

compliance, by the Army Corps of Engineers, with

federal legislation and Army Corps of Engineer regulations.

It was carried out as the final phase of the Applegate

Lake Archeological Project by a team of Anthropologists

under the direction of Dr. David Brauner, f'om Oregon

State University. When the project was complete, two

family burial plots had been recovered and identified.

The burials were initially located by noting surface

features that distinguished the graves' locations from

the surrounding environment 'these included one grave

marker, slight surface depressions and the unnatural

arrangement of large sub angular cobbles0 After the

sod was removed, the ground was examined for changes

in soil color indicative of grave fill. In all

13 burials, 11 at the Collings Cemetery and two at the

watkins Cemetery were located, removed, and identified

In addition, one other cultural feature at the Collings

Cemetery was excavated but it could not be conclusively

determined ±hat.it was a burial.

Following the removal of the burials they were

analyzed and the identity of each established. A variety of

features were examined to make the identifications; these

included a correlation between the date of death and

limiting dates determined from the burial artifacts,

the presence or absence of facial hair, a comparison

of the reported stature of the individuals and the

estimated skeletal stature and a comparison between

the reported age at the time of death and the calculated

98
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skeletal age. Initial identifications were tested

against circumstantial data.

In addition to those criteria used in the skeletal

identification, other means exist that might be helpful

in distinguishing skeletal remains but were not applicable

in this particular project. For example, if the population

being identified has a wide range of ages, i.e., infant

through adulthood, the age estimations calculated from

the skeletal remains can be compared with the known ages

of death. Over the age of /45, age estimations lose their

precision and because all the adults, with one possible

exception, were over /45, this method was of little use

on this project.

Another method of distinguishing individuals is

possible if known pathologies are reported for any

particular indidual. In many cases such pathologies

will manifest themselves in the skeletal remains. It

was hoped to employ this method in the case of burial

ten; however, the lack of skeletal materials precluded

its use.

The use of non-metric characters has been discussed

aa a means of distinguishing skeletal populations(Berry

and Berry, 1962:361-379). They showed that non-metric

characters occur in different frequencies in different

populations. Thus this method is more applicable to

distinguish population groups from one another rather

than individauls. It also has not been clearly demonstrated

whether these traits are a result of genetic or 2nviron-

mental factors or a combination of both.

The degree of preservation is another area where

it may be possible to distinguish how long a particular

burial has been in tile ground relative to other burials,

if it is presumed that the longer a burial is in the

ground the greater the degree of decay. Id-exatification

utilizing preservation assumes that all factors such as
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soil chemistry, depth below ground surface, burial

preparation, including embalming and type of container,

as well as variable wetting and drying of the burials

are all equal and that time in ground is the primary

variable. An examination of preservation factors at

the Collings Cemetery indicated that time in ground was

only one of the factors influencing preservation.

Preservation at the Collings Cemetery was examined

to determine if a major factor in the deterioration of

the graves could be ideniified. The child and adult

burials were first rank ordered in terms of varying

degrees of preserva±ion (Table iLl.). This ordering was

based on an obervation of the amount of skeletal material

that preserved. The order from best to worst is as follows:

burial two, burial four, burial seven, burial five, burial

one, burial eleven, burial ten and burial three. In the

case of burials three and ten, where no skeletal remains

were recovered the ordering was based on the overall

degree of preservation of the remaining materials. Wood

fragments and nails were still present in burial ten

while only a dark organic stain remained of burial three.

Thus burial ten was ranked ahead of burial three.

Following the rank ordering a number of factors

were then examined to determine if any correlations

between these and the degree of preservation could be

identified. The factors examined were horizontal location

within the site, vertical location in the site, i.e.,

depth below the ground surface, time in ground and

the differences in burial containers. Utilizing Spearmins'

rank order correlation, preservation was examined in

terms of vertical location and time in ground. In order

to carry out this statistical test it is necessary to

rank order both factors being analyzed. The rankings

are summarized in Table iLl., Following the ranking of

the factors to be examined, the orderingsare- sub,jectd



TABLE iL4. SUMMARY OF RANK:ORDERING IN TERMS OF DEGREE
OF PRESERVATION, VERTICAL LOCATION, AND
TIME IN GROUND

A 1 equals: best preservation, deepest burial and
longest time in ground while an 8 is the worst preserv-
ation, shallowest burial and least time in ground.
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Burial number .DegreeOf
Preservation

Vertical
Location

Time in
Ground

1 5 5 2

2 1 1 5

3 8 8 3

'4 2 7 '4

5 '4 3 6

7 3 '4 8

10 7 2 1

11 6 6 7
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to a mathematical examination and a correlation factor

from -1 to +1 is determined. A oo°/o correlation is

either -1 or +1, while no correlation would be 0.The rank

order correlation in terms of time in ground was .214 and

for depth in ground was 38. This suggests neither of these

variables appear to be a major factor in the preservation

of the burials, yet both have some effect.

The time in ground rank ordering is dubious at best,

since it presumes that the identification of the individ-

ualburials is correct, hence the date of entry in the

ground is correct. Though interesting, the correlation

exercise can not be considered c-nc1usive.

Examination of the other Lactors, horizontal location

within the site and burial container, was done informally

This evaluation revealed that the presence of a grave

liner may have aided preservation. Those burials without

grave liners were noted to be more deteriorated. However,

the most elaborate grave liner was noted in burial five,

but burial five ranked only fourth in terms of preservation.

Preservalion as a function of the horizontal location in

the site showed a more or less random pattern and thus

does not appear to have been a factor in preservation.

One other factor of interest was that burials three

and ten, being the least preserved had an element of

commonality. The grave fill of these burials was similar

in terms of color and composition but distinct from that

of the other burials. This indicates that soil composition

may be a factor affecting preservation and the rate of

deterioration.

The data collected to identify the remains was also

useful in the formation of a data base from which

comparative studies of skeletal remains may be performed.

In this regard it was of interest to note, in addition

to the previously mentioned anomolies, the differences

between those individuals of Euro-American descent and
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those of Native American descent. In this case it was

observed that burial one, Bessie Langley, a Native

American was post-cranially quite gracile but cranially

was fairly robust, particularly in the. occipital

region. This is in marked contrast to the other burials,

of Euro-American descent, that were post-cranially

quite robust and cranially very gracile. This observation

is in line with previous observations of these two

groups (Hall, personal communication, 1981).

Another area that can be addressed is the general

health of the community as reflected by the individuals

reaovred from the Collings Cemetery. No evidence of any

major diseases, traumas or pathologies were noted. Degen-

erative changes, common to old age, were observed in

burials two and five. In addition to this arthritic

upping, alveolar resorption was observed in most of

the adult burials. The high percentage of infant burials

suggests that stillbirths or infant death were iiot uncommon

although the small sample limits reliability of any of these

conclusions.

Historic data was also recovered that was not only

pertinent to the burial identifications but was also

important in the understanding of early pioneer lifeways.

Historically mining and farming were the principal

occupations of the Upper Applegate Area (La Lande, 1980:92).

Information derived from living informants (Tungate, Dale,

E. Edwards, C. Edwards, Collings and Buck, 1980) and

county records substantiated this general conclusion.

On the more personal level, details of Edward Langley's,

James and Stephen Terry's and Freeman Oscar Collings'

lives, business interests and occupations were learned.

Jackson County Mining Records (Vols. 1-15) indicated

that James Terry, Stephen Terry and Edwards Langley spent

a great deal of time mining. In contrast Freeman Oscar
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Collings engaged in very little mining activity.

Only two entries are recorded in the mining records

for him (Jackson County Nining Records Vols. 2:li93 and

3:319).
These individuals also had a number of skills that

were useful to the community. While confirming 'Ir,

Collings'story that the Terry Brothers arrived in the

Applegate area after living in the Virginia City, Nevada,

area, it was learned that Stephen Terry was also a butcher

and founding member of the Neveda House Guard during

the Civil War (Kelly, 1862:211, Silver City Hame Guard

roster, 1862, Letter to the Adjutant General, Nevada

Militia, October L1, 1862).

The organizing skills of Edward Langley and Freeman

Oscar Collings were utilized when these two, along with

Mark Watkins, organized and built the first community

school and served as its first board of directors (Nesheim,

1976).

Information about funerary practices and the Upper

Applegate area's economic link to the rest of the country

were also obtained. A variety of burial containers

were utilized by the community, from simple handmade

infant caskets to very fancy and elaborate coffins/caskets.

The coffin/caskets recovered from burials five, seven and

eleven were probably not manufactured or assembled locally.

Ornaments on the coffin/caskets from these burials were

manufactured in Illinois and distributed in the mid-west

area only until after World War II. 'hese ornaments

were probably sold to a midwestern manufacturer who

inturn shipped the finished product to Southern Oregon

(Ellis, 1980).

Both historical and archeological data support

this hypothesis. Burial containers such as those recovered

from burials five, seven and eleven were readily available

through mail order catalogs by 1880. Such catalogs carried
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as many as 100 different styles of caskets and coffins,

embracing materials such as wood, metal, cloth and glass

and combinations of these materia1s(Habenstein and

amers, 1977:95).

The decorative ffasteners recovered from burials

five and seven (Figure 7) and the grave liner recovered

from burial five (Figure 28) support the contention

that these were not locally manufactured items. According

to Larry Whitaker (personal communication, 1981 and

Gary Lundberg (personal communication, 1981) of Lundberg's

funeral home in Grants Pass, Oregon, these fasteners

were designed to railroad specifications to help insure

compliance with railroad regulations. These regulations

prohibited the stacking of coffins/caskets and this type

of fastener discouraged stacking.

Lhen shown the artist's reconstruction of the grave
liner from burial five (Figure 28)Mr. Lundberg indicated

that this type of container was frequently used to ship

caskets. He also indicated that the construction details

matched exactly with containers he still used. These

shipping boxes were usually made of cedar and the grave

liner recovered was made of cedar.

Another point of interest was the material used

in the construction of the coffins and caskets. Itwas

noted that the fancier containers from burials five, seven

and eleven were all made of spruce and the simpler coffins

and caskets were all made of pine.

The foregoing data amply demonstrates the use and

advantage of anthropological methodologies in the recovery

of Euro-American burials. While being extremely qualified

t løcate, recover and identify burials, this approach also

facilitates recovery of valuable historical and behavioral

data necessary for the recontruction of past cultures.
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2201 NORTH PHOENIX ROAD

MEOFORD. OREGON 97501
TELEPWONE 773.5162

OREGON S!EiTE uai.vITI

DLRT!I OF ATERPOLQGI
CORVALLIS, OREGON 97331

JTJN 12, 1960

Gentlemen:

On June 5 1980, by request of Mr. Dave Brauner, the undersigned
was at the Upper Applegate Dam, where the disinterment preparations
were in progress at the site of the Coilings' family burial plot. The

workers at the site }ie4 completed def "f "g the outline of the individual

graves. According to Mr. Sruaner, the actual disinterment would take

place the following week.

This writer was again present on June 11, 1980, to observe the

proced1ze of imeerthing the renni Under the dection of . Brauner,

the teen of Anthropology students were meticulously digging the earth

from the graves.

In view of the detailed preparations, coupled with the cooperation

and authorization of the deceaseds' heirs, the disinterment appears to

be moving along in an orderly and lawful manner.

Respectfully yomm.

Signature redacted for privacy.
ack L. Goodill

"Pmeral Director
ILLCRE3T RIAL PAJX & MORTTIAEX, INC.

2201 N. PHOENIX nO.AD
POND, OREGON 97501

(503) 773-6162
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Department of
Antflropo4ogy

3 June 1980

Dear

The Department Anthropology, Oregon State University has been
authorized by the Portland District, Army Corps of Engineers
under contract 0ACW57-79-'-C-0080 (Mod. P00003) to exhume the
remains of eight individuals known to be buried in the Coflings
Cametary. We are-also authorized to search for and recover two

Watkins children burials at a site south of the CoUigS
Cametary. A List of the individuals buried in the CoU.ings
Cemetax7 is presented below. The date on which we plan to
remove the remains follows the cane.

Otegon
Usity Corva'lis, Oregon 97331 cn ris

FREEMAN OSCA& C0LLGS
CK&RLES WILLI.AMS
JAS -
EDWARD LANGLEY
SESSI! LANGLEY
STEVE TERRY
JAS TERRY
TBOMAS JUTERSON FAUCZTr

You should have been contacted by me or
assistant, prior to the receipt of this
schedule.

June 10
June 10
June 10
June 11
June 11
June 6
June 6
June 6

Chris Jenkins, my field
latter concerning the above
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The search for the two Watkins children' s graves wiLl. begin Tuesday
June 10, 1980.



page 2 of 2
3 Jme 1980

As notad in our phone conversation, our schedule could be subj ect
to a one or tvo day delay. If you wish to be present during dis

intersnt of your relative(s), you night call the Applegate Lake

project office (503) 899-1765 for updated scheduling information.

Also, if you have any questions about the grave reval operation,

do not hesitate to call

Sincerely,

Snature redacted for privacy.
DL DAVID SEAUNEI
AECHAROLOGIST
OREGON S.TE UNrIERSIT?
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APPENDIX C



Site (pJ.ace) Applegate

Burial. number 1

sciatic notch

Age 50+ Basis of estimate

suture closure and historic records.

Date 18 June1980

Observer Jenkins

Site number 35 J

loss of teeth, resorption of mandible, degree of

Stature extiaate4t9 3/4".4'10 lI2"oiJ, and bones used in making estimate(s)

From Brothwelj. 1965:102 Tibia, 2.90T +61.53 Radius, 4.4 Rad+34.93

flotes and other observations
Scapula-Articulation of spine to body and fragments of glanoid. Both right and left.

Humerus-Both right and left are missing proximal end, diaphysis very fragmentary,
distal ends fragmentary.

Radius-gxternal surfaces well, deteriorated.

Ulna-Hxtarnal. surfaces deteriorated, distal end missing on both right and Left.

Tibia-Left is intact but well, deteriorated on proximal end, anterior surface is
missing.

Fibula-Proximal ends both right and left are missing.

Tarsa.ls, talus, Calcaneus all. exhibit external deterioration.

Innomi.nate-1 small symphyseal face fragment side unkx2own. Left side inferior
ramus of ischinm and pubis are present but fragmentary, right side thferio ramus
of isch.ium is present but fragmentary, acetahul,ua is almost complete on both sides
with margins bordering the fbssa being fragmentary, auricular area is fragmentary
on the posterior margin.

Femur-Greater trochanter is missing on the right as is part of the surface of the
head. Left, greater and lessor trochanter missing, head detached and fragmentary.

'i.
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Skeletal, data form, Oregon State University Osteolo Laboratory

Sex t I Basis of estimate Gracile, weak mastoids, short stature and broad



condyles
frontal
occipita.1.
aphenoid

/ present; F fr;.; '

Cranium

parietal F F

temporal. F F

nasals
sazL1.1.a -

IF ffr

inalar
palatine rn

nandible-body F F

raa F F

V present
rn bone aissing
z sissing postmortem
- ni.ssing ancemortem
S shoveling
A abscess
I impaction

crovding
SR bone resorption
NI not erupted

C1'oce other features with footnote)

DTM.. RZORD

I. R

site number :35 JA 64
burial number 1

Cranial bone eniberation; dental. attributes

2

niasing; P oath; A anomalous

evaluation of individual (e.g. Patho-
logy, etc.

Notes:
Post-cortem deformation proven ted accurate
reconstruction of skull.
Ramus-onty gonial portion present.
Mandible-deterioration of molar and pre-
molar areas both right and left and in the
canine and incisor region. Root cavity is
present for right canine and incisor ?fr2.
Pronounced metal tubercie.

NTZ not fully erupted
OC occluaal caries
MC caries nesial

caries distal.
CT. caries Lingua.].
St caries bucnal.
d deciduous (baby tooth)
1-8 attrition level (see chart in flail

and. Gean, 1975, Svesis)

NJ. P ?C. C LI CI CI LI C PM]. ?M2 N]. N2 M3

naxilla
F

mandible

It It

itIF

F
I,



Cranial metrics; take left and
Cranit
Maximi length

breadth
3asiou-brea
Minimi fronsa.i. breadth
3izygomatic
asai. height
Tasal breadth
Left orbital, breadth
Left orbital height
Right orbital breadth
Right orbital height
3iorbitaj. breadth
Baaion-porian
Porl.ou-eaa ion

Porion-proatbion
Rasian-naaiou
Maxia frontal breadth
Ruion-prosthion
Tasiou-proathian
?aiats breadth (externa.1)
Foremen nagna leng;h

Mandible

Symphyaia2, height z
Diameter bigoui.a.L 8.58 cm

Diameter bicondylar
fleigha of ascending ra
Miaim breadth of remus

*ial angle 1250
Total mdibular length

'C

'C

3

site number 35 JA 64

indeterminate
indeterminate
indeterminate
indeterminate
indeterminate

118

burial number 1

right if poesibla; indicate side
Indices
Cranial index 'C

Tual index 'C

Observntions
mecopic suture yes indeterminate
deformation yes indeterminate
autura]. bones:

sagittai. yea

toronal. yes
bregma yeas
lamMoida.l yes
inca bone cc

Other: *Due to fragmentary condition
this must be taken with a grain
of salt.

Suture Closure:
Sagital closed both ecto-end endo-craniaJ.ly
Coronal present both ecto-and endo-craniaJ.ly,
some fusion ando-craniaLly. Lambda ida.1.
present both ecto- and endo-cranially; bow-
aver some fusion has begun to take place
in the area near lambda. A transverse lamb-
doidal. suture appears Co be present indi-
cating an Inca bone. Squamosal suture only
partially available on left side, does not
look fused, no suture on right side.
Temporai.-occipitai. : left side exhibits some
fusion endo-cranially.



tzmominate: a t

Pubic F

tachiun F F

tliu
Auritu.lar F F

Acatabu.Lua

Rujaetss:

Prox
Distal
DiapLysi3

Radius:
Prox
Distal
Diaphysis
Ulna:
Prox
Distal
Diaphysis

Sc.a
Gloid
SpinS
Corocoid
Acromion

F

F

S tereu*:

Mamabrium
Rody
Xipoid

site number 35 JA 64

burial number 1

Post-craniai. bone en*.ration

p frg.; P nissing; P ath; A anomalous

'p

4

119

*Vertebrae Also see page 6
Excluding the Atlas and Axis
there are 2]. fragmentS primarily
lumbar and cervical

Sacrum: Present are the articu-
Latlng processes joined with
the nedian sacral crest

Talus:

Calcaneus: I

Tarsals: See Page 6

Mecatarsa.lS: See Page 6

Carals: See Page 6

MeracaraJ.5: See Page 6

phalanges: See Page 6

vertebra. 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 819110 11. 12

C

t
s__a

I.

r
Auricular
surracs R L

cox.

a L

clawicle: !fr

Medial. e*d
Lateral id

Diapktysis........

Ribs:

Tibia:
Prax F

Distal
Diapbysiz V

Fibul.a:

Prox
Distal V

Diapl2ysis

Fr
Prox F

Dist.tL 'p

Diaphysia V

F

'1 V



P ost-crania.l metrics
Humerus

r. a
rpho1ogical length x x

diameter aid-shaft X X

minimum diaz*et.x mjd-shaf x x

minimum ircumf create X 'C

maximum diameter head 'C 'C

physiological Length 'C 'C

Clavicle
naximue Length 'C 'C

external breadth 'C 'C

internal rea4th 'C 'C

*

maximum irpIs3Logica.L Length 'C 'C

in-position length (sax. as
bicoadylat Length) 'C 'C

ant-poet. diameter -shaft, ,a ,
transverse diem. mid-shaft 2.63 2.62

cieumf. nid'-shait .5 84
diameter head 'C K

Tibia *See Page 6

mimiem aorpholagica.L Length 31.5 'C

(exclude tibia.1. spines) ?LbttLa

ant-post. diam. aid-shaft 2.99 2.96 maxim Length 'C 'C

circumf. mid-shaft 8.2 8.3

transverse dia.m. mid-shaft 2.39 2.32

Sacrum

1.um length 'C

,erimi breadth 'C

(far all nsasurents except the scapula, refer to Olivter, 1969, Prac:.ca1
Anthronolo'; far the scapula, refer to Montagu, 1960, A Handbook of Ancbrooneer.)

(Put a if it is non possible no obtain measuramen:.)

* Femur-Mid-shaft approximated.

* Tibia- Right tibia mid-shaft approximated.

site number 35 IA 64
burial number 1

1 20

8adius
maximum length 'C 'C

physiologica.1. Length 'C 20.3

minimum rcumf. 'C K

transverse diam. aid-s ha.ft 'C 1. .23

ant-post. diam. mid-shaft K L. 70

Ulna*Sea Page 6

iie4 Length 'C 'C

ninimian eircumi. 'C K

physia].ogicai. Length 'C K

ann-post. diaaz. mid-shaft)C 'C

transverse dian. mid-shaft 'C K

S caula
naxmiem breadtb 'C 'C

maximiem height 'C 'C

tenomimate

coxai height 'C K

iliac breadth 'C 'C

cotylo-sciatit breadth 3.68 3.66



Carpal.s:
L a
F Hamate F
/fr Capitate
ffr Greater Multangular
fr Lesser Mu.ltangu.].az fr

F Navicujar F
F Luzate F
rn ?tsi.or!n
' Triquetrum F

Plus 4 unidentifiabLe fragments

Phalanges:

L carp.3. a caz'pal
4 7

L tarsal a tarsal
2 totaL)

Metacarpals

F 2 F
F 3 F
F j F
F F

6

Addjtjo Notes

site ruiber35_JA 64
Tarsala: Metatarsals:
L a I a bu.z'jalrnizaber__
F Cubojeum F

F I F
F Navicu.1ar F V 2 F

Os Cuneiform 1 V 3
F Os Curzeitorm 2 F F 4 V

F Os Cunei.t'orm 3 F F 5 V

121

Vertebrae:

Atlas, Posterior arch, Posterior portions of superior articulating facet and portions
of the inferior articulating facet are aLl, present.

Axis, Present are the dens and right superior articulating facet.

Tibia, Anterior-posterior dia. at Nutrient Foramen Left 3.22 Right C

Transverse dia. at Nutrient Foramen L.eft 2.72 Right X

tuna, Anterior-posterior dia. at inferior margin of Radial notch L 2.34 R 2.34

Transverse dia. at inferior margin of Radial notch L C R L.36



IH.ghest rtuchal line present:
Ossicle at the Lambda:
Lambdoidal suture ossicle
Pariatal foramen present:
Bregmaric bone present:

Matopism:

Coronal suture ossicle present:
Epipteric bone present:
Fronco-tempOrarY articulation:

1.0. Parieca]. notch bone present:
OssiCle at asterion:
AuditOry corils present:
Foramen of Haschke present:
tastoid foramen ex-sutural:

15. Mastoid foramen absent:

presefi
right only
yes

yes

right only
right only
right only
right only
right only

r: right only
right only
right Left

Posterior condylar canal paten
Condy].ar facet double:
Precondylar tubertle present:
Anterior condylar canal double: right Left

Foramen ovals incomplete: right Left

right left

1.6.

17

Foramefl spinosuia open:

Accessory lesser palatine foremen present: right

Left only .Ot none NA

NA

NA

1 more, NA

Left only both none

left only both neither

Left only both neither

left only both neither

left only both neithe NA

Left only neither NA

left only neither NA

Left only both

left only both

Left only both

both central
both
both

no

Left
left

left
right
Left
right

1 22

Site Number 35JA64
Burial Number 1

Minor morphological traits in the human skull non-metric trait Listing
developed by Berry and Berry (1967, .1. Anat. 101:361-379)

neither
neither
neither

neither
neither

both neither
left both neither

both

both

neither
neither

both
both

1sf t both neither

both neither
Left both neither

Palatine torum present: yes

Maxillary torus present: right
Zygomatitofac ial foramen: right
Supraorbital foramen complete:
Frontal foramen present: right
Anterior ethmoid foranen exsutural:

Posterior etbmoid foremen absent:right
Accessory infraorbital foremen present:

NA

no NA

none 1 more

none

right only
right only
right only
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Date 12 June 1980

Obser'rer Jenkins/Hall

Ska.Letai. data farm, Oregon State University Osteology Laboratory

Site (place) Applegate Site naber 35 JA 64

auriai. number 2

Sex FI 3aais of estimate Very robust saecimen, sciatic notch medium to narrow,

ore-auricular3roove absent, historic records.

Age 60+ 3asis of estimate losa and condition of teeth, resorption of mandible,

degree of sutural closure, highly eroded pubic symphysis.

Stature estimata 5' "-5' 9" Fa1a and bones used in maki.ng estimate(s)

Ir around tn$asurements aroehweil. 1965:102. 2.42 Tib+81.93 Radius, 3.79
Rad+79.42.

notes and other obseratious
Scapula-Vertebra.]. margin fragmented.
Femur-aeads present but fragmentary at teck and apiphysis.
Tibia-Right proximal anterior fragmented.
Clavicle-Arthritic Upping on sternal, extremities.
Tarsals have damage to external surface (deterioration).
Joints robust but not diseased.
Alveolus of naxilla is missing; at the right canine position on the nazilla there
is a conical shaped bone bump.
andible alveolus present with some root cavities indicated, some breakage,

Frontal midsection iaisaing and fragmented.
Occipital basal part fragmented/missing, squalmal area intact.
Spheoid-3ody mostly intact, portions of right and left greater wings present.
2nd molar of left r1lla has healthy occUsal surface, retracted gum Line
calculus present, enlarged bulbous roots.



parieta.]. V

tporai V

casa.Ls F

maxil.la
malar
paLatine
mandible-body

ramus V

condyls F

fronta.L
occipital F

sphenol4

V' present
1? bone missing
z missing postrorten

missing antenorten
$ shoveling

. abscess
I impaction

crowding
BR bane resorption
NE not erupted

F/A
V

V

V

F

F
V

F
F
V

V

(Nate other features with footnote)

2

site number 35 JA 64

burial. number 2

Crania.], bone eniberacion; dental. attributes

12

issing; P path; A anomalous

Evaluation of individual (e.g. Patho-
logy, ett.

Teeth: Incisors 3 mandibular; these are
narrow.

Canines-2, probably mandibular.
Prenlars-2 probably mandibular, one has
exposed pulp cavity, enamel missing. The
other exhibits post-cortam breakage.
None of these were found in the alveolus
they aLl. are veIJ. worn except the moLar (M2).

F

Nfl net fili.y erupted
OC ocnlusa.L caries
MC caries mesia3.

caries distal
CI. caries lingual.
3L caries buctal
4 deciduous (baby tooth)
1-8 attrition level. (see cbart in Hall.

and Gesman, 1975, $vesi)

M3 M2 MI. ?N2 PNI. C LI CI CI LI C PML P2 Ml M2 M3

maziLl.a

mandible BR BR BR BR BR BR

There are a number of unidentifiable DCTAL BECOD
fragments. I a

/ present; F

Cranium: a

V

F
7



All. naasurements in cm unless otherwise noted.

site number 35

burial number, 2

Cranial. metrics; take Left and right
Cranium

7(axum length K

-f breadth K

Raaion-bregma K

K

K

Min:lai= frontal. breadth
3i.ygomat.ic
asai height K

K

K

Maaa.L breadth

Left orbital. breadth
Left orbital, height
Right orbital. bteadth
Right orbital. height

K

K

x
'F

Storbita]. breadth
8aaion-porto K

Potion-canton K

7orton-prostniO I
Raaion-naaion K

Maximum frontal. breadth K

Raaion-ptosthiQfl K

aston-prothion K

Palace breadth (encarnal) K

Poram.n magni length K

* Mandible

Symphystal. height X

Diameter btgouiaL 10.09
Diameter btcondylar over 12.0

aeight of aacdtug rumia L 6.0 a 6.1

Minimum breadth of rsis L 2.68 a 2.74

Genial. angLe 121'

total. mandiular l.amgr.h 9.8

if possible; indicate side
Indices
Cranial index K

Kasal. index K

Observations
macepic suture yes
deformation yes

sutural. bones:
sagittaL yes

coroua.L yes

bregma yes

Lamnid&L "5
inca bone yes

indeterminate
indeterminate

indeterminate
incIeterniflat

j) indeterminate
indeterminate
indeterminate

Other:
*Condylotd processes are fragmentary. As a
result, total. length and height of rainus
are subject to error.

Suture closure:
Sagittal-closed endo-craniallY, some
evidence of ecto-cranial closure along
posterior section.
Coroua.L.-closed endo-crauiafl.y only.
Laebdoida,l-clOsed endo-craniafly, right
side present ecto-cranially. Left side
closed ecto-eranially.
Squamosal-euture present on right side.
temporal-occipital. suture present right
side.
Spheno-frontal closed endo-craninily,
partly discetiable ecto-eraniallY near
junction with coronal.
Sph.no.-partet&i. suture open.

125

3

JA 64



Innominats:

tsciva
Ilium

Auriuular V V

Acetabu.Luia..

Prox
Disca.L V S7

Diaphysis

V

Poet-cauial bone enieration

__Preaent; Ff.; aisai; P oath;

F

V

Radius:
Pram
DistLi. ' $

Diaphysis

Prom V p
Distal V

Diaphysis V V
-.

Sca La:
Glenoid V

Spin.
Corocoid V

Acromi.on V

site number 35 JA 64

burta.L number 2

anomalous

L

126

vertebrae 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1

10 - 11. 12

C FF PP FFF
PP F F PP P P F F F

L F PP F
S F F V V V aura Face 1 F

oX. VVVif
cl.avtdl.e: a t. Talus:iediaJ. end. II

Laaaraj. end V CaJ.caneus:Diaphysis. V
Ribs: (24 F/V V/V

Taraai.s: See Page 6

Sternum: Metacarsala: See Page 6
Mambr1 Carals: See Page 68ody
Xiphoid F Mecacaxa1s: See Page 6

?tiai.anges: See Page 6
Pram V V

Distal.. VF
Diaphysis V7
Patalla V v

V F

Distal. V V

Diaphysis V V

Pibui.a:
Prom if

Distal. V V

Maphyeis V V



5

site camber 35 JA 64

burial camber 2

Post-cxaaiai. metrics
am.rus L R

- rpho1ogicai. Length)4.O 34.2

dister aid-shaft 2.49 2.39
aiaima diameter aid-shaft 2.23 2.35

cireif.reaca 7.2 7.8
diaaeter head X 4.30

physiological. Length 33.t' 33.3

Clavicle
v1mt ngth X 14.9

eeaaj breadth X 2.82

internal. breadth X 2.46

pij See Page 6

mi.mi aorphologica.1. length 48.9 48.8
in-oeicion length (sam. as
bicondylar Length) 48.5 48.4

mt-post. diameter d'ihait 3.44 336
rrxcsverse diam. aid-shaft 3.].]. 2.90
eircmf. aid-shaft 10.20 10.27

diameter head 5.03 X

tibia See Page 6
maxiaua corhoLogical. Length 39.9 39.4

(exclude tibia]. spices)
ant-poet. diem. aid-ehaft 3.85 3.76

circami. mid-shaft 9.81 9.77

transverse diem. aid-shaft 2.23 2.33

Sacram See Page 6

Length 12.9

aeximam breadth 12.0

(for all. a.ssur.nts except the scapula, refer to Olivier, 1969, Practical
AnthrooLo; for the scapula, refer to Moutagu, 1960, 1.. Kaadbook of Anthroaenetr7.)

x U it is cot possible to obtain aessureflent.)

127

Radius I K

naxinam length X 26.9

physiological. length X 26.1

nininam circuaf. 5.04 5.35

transverse diem. aid-shaft1.33 1.40

ant-post. diem. aid-shaft 1.67 1.71

See Page 6
meximam length X 28.7

ninimua circuaf. X 4.4

physiological. length X 26.0

ant-post. diem. aid-s haft X 2.2

transverse diem. aid-shaft X 1.5

Scaul.a See Page 6

aaxen breadth 10.7 10.5

maxaum height X 18.5

lonominace See Page 6

coxal. height 23.3 23.5

il.iag breadth 16.2 16.8

cotylo-sciatic breadth 5.18 4.82

ibul.a
xcxim Length X X



Additional Notes

site nwsber35 JA 64
Tarsals: Metatarsa.ls:
L a L R burial nuxsber 2

V Ciibojdei V V V

V av2 V V 2 V

V OsCnejZorm1 V 3
V Os Cuneitor 2 V V 4 V

V Os Cuneiform 3 V V 5 V

Carpals:
L a Metacazpais:
V Hwate V L

1
V

V Capitate V V 2 V
V Greater Multangulaz V V 3 V

V Lesser Uultangu.ar V V V

V Navicu.lar V V V
V Lunate V
V. V

V Triquetr V

Phalanges:

L cap Li R carpaL 12

I. tarsa.]. 5 atazsai. 1.

Femur: Left femur distal end held in piaee for measurements.

Tibia: Anterior-posterior dia. at nutrient foramen Left 4.03 Right 4.00

transverse dia. at nutrient foramen Left 2.48 Right 2.46

Sacrum: Breadth determinded by measuring left half and then doubling this.
Breadth of body at sacra]. qj 7.2.

apulz Right side, due to fragmentary nature of bone inferior angle position

say be in error.

Innominate: Left breadth measurement probably skewed due to deterioration of the

Iliac trest.

1 28



1
Incisors: 4,5,5
Caittnes: 5,6
Premolars: 6,8

S

Unworn
\Vrur (art, niiuo no b.

wrvabl. drnti,w
StnaU rilun,: vsd,te:

cusp piitcrn not ubtilir.

C tit' 70 it r r it wibliti.r3t,:d
Jintini poi.Iws prns,:ni

kiltiii,: 7utrh nuuuir, )

lXni,it,: p.it h slintsIve)

kniisi,: i,iuslrat,:
IV .%t,:flsuit

7 ( row,, c,uuii,:l .n.,rtl .s*uy
in Ot ,:Ust Ott,: sick r.s*rn.

ove r,:oitdoiy Jentine
Room tuncsoiun an ordussl

iagag born Moh,.r I wit... In ily th.mt4tti,m ol mat J.

(HaLl and Gezan, 1975 t289)
* Exact position not known.

Unworn
'.V,:lir (a,:,:tv pri,rttI lu

rrvahLlr,ni,w
Sittall dciutt,,,: ,ati. bis list'

701t,:rfl lot ul'Iitsil.ol

(ust' p:uirrn pirii:ilIy or
c o n;p ,:l dv ,,t'tjhI ,I,:t
si,,aIl Jri,tiu,: cciii. Its

1540 or itittrt ikiti tit, 'utrli-
is, silt,: il lot

Two or mu,,: slinitit,: I'ulch-
dii1 lii.' Illiiy

h,:

l stir,: both still ,iii ouit4,.4
by ,:ttoiuwl. s,:si'lI.laI y len'
In,: mtwkrolr to l,:avv

Cl siwU I enusutel I uio i54
un at least one swi,:; ivien.
Sin scl.'onlJIiry dentin,:

Rooms (un,:bonni, Ii) o,:,:itttiti
surf.,:,:

Unworn
Wear facets; no observabl,:

Uwnine
SittnU ds'ttijit,: pait.hc; cusp

pattern not uulit,:ratcd

(usp puuet-n parsiuUy or
o in plc tel y obliterated

smull dentin,: patches
7hre,: or inure sittalt dcltt in,:

Thre, or more large ilentirl,:
ii lea. secosiclury kititi,,:

nun,: to sltht
Scvontlary Uittin,: modcrat,:

0 cxtens,vu: dull,: both
otnplemely surrowwkd by

enamel
(rown enam,:j worn tiVity

on at tesat One side; c'ei,-
suve se,:ontl.ry d,:ntinc

Root, (uneitoning in ,xdusmsl
surface

M3 12 Ml PM2 PM]. C L,I CI CI LI C PM]. - PM2 Ml M2 M3

tsaxilla 3

nandib].a

129

Site Number 35JA64
Dental Attrition Record Hurial No.2

L. R

MU,II*,A Incisor jag Cam.. Premalar Mol.t



right only
yes

yes

Site '&unber 35JA64
Burial number 4

Minor norphologicaL traits in the human skull----non-metric trait Listing
developed by Berry and Berry (1967, J. Anat. 101:361-379)

aighest riucha.L line present: yes

Ossici.e at the lambda: yes

Lanbdoidal suture ossinle present:
Pariecal. faramen present:

aregmatic bone present:

Metopisin:

Coronal suture ossicie present:
3. pipteric bone present: right only

Fronto-temmorary articulation: rizhc only Left

Parieta]. notch bone present: right only left
1.1. Ossicle at asterion: right only Left

AudItory torus present: right only left

Foramen of Msschke present: right only Left

2)L4. Mastoid foramen ex-sutural: right only Left

1.5. Mastoid foramen absent: right only Left

Posterior condylar canal patent: right only Left

Condylar facet double: right only left

Precoudylar tubercj.e present: right Left both

1.9. Anterior condylar canal double: right Left

Foranen ovale inconplete: right Left

Foramen spinosum open: right Left

Accessory lesser palatine Eoramen present: right
PaJ.atine rorum present: yes MA

26. Maxillary torus present: right
Zygomatico-faciai. faramen: right
Supraorbitai foramen complete: right
Frontal foramen present: right
Anterior etoid foramen exsucural:

Posterior echnoid foramen absent:right
Accessory infraorbital foramen present:

NA

MA

1 more_ NA

Left only
MA

MA

1 more_ MA

both none

only both neither

only both neither
only both neither
only both The

only neither
only neither

only both he

only both neither

only both neither

central neither
both neither

both neither

both neither

Left both neither

Left only

left both neither

Left neither
left both neither
left both neither

right Left both neither

left both neither

right left both neither

1 30

none MA

NA

MA

NA

MA

NA



Site (place) Applegata

3uriaj. number

Site number JA 64

Site Nunber 33JA64
Burial Nunber 4

Date 20 June 1980'

Observer Jenkins

Skslatai. data form, Oregon State tlniversity Osteology Laboratory

SexF 2 Basis of estimate Sciatic catth medium to narrow, maetoid moderate,

historical records and burial artifacts (clothing, -suit).

Age 45-65 Basis of estimate Condition of teeth, 4egree of sut1.re closure.

Stature estimate 5, 5-6" FormuJ.a and bones used in making estimate(s)

Brothwell. 1965:102. Femur, 2.JZFearI'65.53. Radius, 3.79Rad+79.42.

Notes and other observations:
lnnomin.zte- at. pubis and inferior ramus of ischium missing, Iliac crest is present

but area from mid-crest to iliac tuberosity is missing and fragmentar'J.
U. side is lacking pubis and inferior ramus as well as the iliac crest
and tuberosity.

Eunerus- Lateral portion of rt. head, greater tuberele missing and the lateral api-
coadyle is fragmentary. U. side is the same as the right except more

deterioration has taken place.
Radius- at. proximal end, area inferior to fovea of capitulaun but superior to

neck, is fragmentary. U. styloid process missing.
Ulna- U. styloid process missing, posteris3r/ inferior area of olecranon is

missing.
Scapula- margins of both are badly fragmented.
Clavicle- missing margins on both ends of each.
Ribs- A least 22 are present plus a number of fragments.
Femur- ft. head anterior margin missing, proximal portion of greater trochanter

missing, surface of diaphysis missing and fragmentary. Medial condyla
fragmented on anterior and medial sides, posterior of lateral condyle
is also fragmentary. Lt. femur same as right except a bit more fragmentary

Tibia- Tuberosity and anterior of proximal end missing, exterior of diaphysis
is badly deteriorated.

Fibula- at. exterior surface deteriorated. U., both proximal and distal ends

broken off but present. Exterior of bane deteriorated.
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' present
bone missing

z missing poetnorten
- missing antenorten
S shoveling
A. abscess
I impaction

crovding
3R bone resorption
1Z oot erupted

V

ItAL REtORD

L R

2

site niber 35 JA 64

burial rnmber 4

Cranial bone enberatiam; dental attributes

V present; I__fr;.; j__missi.ag; P path; A. anonalous

crani=: Evaluation of individual (e.g. Patbo-
Logy, eta.

parietaJ.
tenporal. V V

nasals F P

saxil.a
nala.r - V

palatine V

nandible-body V V

raaa V V

!Z uot fully erupted
OC occlusal. caries
(C caries ttssial

caries distai.
ci. caries lingual.
St caries buccal
d deciduous (baby tooth)
j-8 attrition level (see chart in 5*2.2.

and ernen, 1975, Syesis)

CNocei other features with footnote)
AU teeth were present but the Right PtJ. and M2 on the naxii.la were represented by
roots only. See page 6 for details on dentition.

1 32

M3 12 j l P!C Pl. c ti ci CI LI C P!1 PM2 (l t2

saxilla V V VV V VV V'TVV V V VVA

V

mandible V V V V V VV V VVV V V V V V

V V

condyLe5 VI P ViP
frontal V V

oeiitaJ. V V

sphenoid V



Cranial. metrics; take left and rtgbt
Cramiu

Maxini l.ength 18.46

breadth 14.28

auin-brege.a 14.34

tt"m. frontal. breadth 9.28

8izygoatic
asa.L height
esal breadth

taft orbital. breadth
Late orbital. height
Right orbital, breadth 3.80

Right orbital. height
8iorbital. breadth

2.48

3.16

Raaian-'porion Lf.-6.69
Porion-naaion Lf.11.01
Por'ion'-prosthiou Lf.'.U.58
Sasion-v.aa ion

Mazin.ua frontaJ. breadth
3asion-prosthion
asion-prosthion

Palat. breadth (external) 6.10

Foramen nagurm iengt.h 3.64

Mandible

Sympyeial. height
Otamener bigania.L

Di.amste.r bicondylar
Reight of ascending rz
MinJEa breadth , Lf.-3.28 at..-3.10

Gomial. angl.s

Total mandibular length 10.48

9.68

at.-. 6.73
Rt.-].0.88
Rt.-1L65

10.35

11.60
9.31

10.11

113.50

Observations
necopic suture
deformation
sucura.1. bones:

sagit:aJ.
orona.L

brea

inca bone

site number 35 JA 64

burial. number 4

if poSsible; indicate side
indices
Cranial, index
nasal index

yes C) indeterminate
yes ( indeterminate

yes indeterminate
no indeterminate

yes indeterminate
no indeterminate
no indeterminate

Other:
Itt radentala diterioratad so neasure-
mane nay be in error.
Li. lateral margin of gonion is
fragmentary.

*3, Lateral Margins of condylas missing.

*4 Anterior margin of ranus deteriorated.

5. Sucural Closure:

Sagital, coronal, and iambdoida.1.
sutures are all fused endo-
erania.Uy but present exhibiting
some fusion ecto-crania.Lly.
Squamosal, present on the rt. and if.
tenporal.aphemO, present on both rt.
and if.
Spheno-frontal, beginning to fuse on
both sides.

1 33

13.20

5.00

3.75
3.16

10.29
over 11.80

6 60



tnnoiiate: a t
Pubic
tschiun V

tliun V F

Auric.Lar
Acetabuium

Prax
DtstaJ.
Diapkiysia

Rdius:
Prox
Distal.
Diaphysis
Ulna:Prox.
Distal.
Diaptyia
Sca. :
G.enoid
Spin.
Corocoid

F

t a

clavjci..: a L Ta.1.us:
M.dia.L end lfr !fr

tat erai. end l Calcaneus: ift ffr

Diaphysia V V

Ribs: 22 4- F F rarsaLs: *

Sternux:
Metatarsals fr

1anubr
Body.

Carals: See page 6

Xiphoid 1etacarais See page 6

3ite cber 35 IA 64,

burial tenber 4

Poet-cr'"1 bone eni.ratieu

F frg.; * i.sein; P path; L anoia.LouS

For further detail of
vertebrae see page 6

1 34

vertebra. 1. 2 3 4 5 6 7 89 1.0 U. 12

C v v vv v R F

F F F! F!!! Fj! F F

I. FFPFF -

s F F F F
Auricular a

c.ox. -

F F Pha.langes: See page 6
Prox y F
Diatal F F

Diaphysis F

Pate.Ua: F F

ribia:
Prox
DiStal IT

Diapbyeis

Fibula:
Prox..... 1,

Distal.
Diaphysis e



CLavicle
length x - x

.xtern.L1. breadth 2.49
internal. rsadth )(. x

* ?enur

nuiaum rpbo1ogical. Length 43.50 X

tuna See Page 6
"' length 1 24.7

miaixum circumf I 3 8

physiological length I 22.4

ant-post. diam. mid-shaft 2.82 1.73

transverse diax. mid-shaft 1.74 1.32

X

I

135

(for all. aesauren.nts except the scapula, refer to Olivter, 1969, Practical
AnthrpoLosv; for the scapula, refer to fontagu, 1960, L aandbook of Antbrasometr..)

actical
AnthrpoLosv; for the scapula, refer to fontagu, 1960, L aandbook of Antbrasometr..)

(Put x if it is not possible to obtath measurenent.)

*Subj ect to error due to deterioration of bone.

in-position length (same as Scapula
b-icondylar Length) 43.40 43.20

aax breadth I
ent-poet. diameter d'.ehaft 3.1.4 3.09

maximum height I
tr.sverse dian. mid-shaft 2.63 2.73

circuef. mid-shaft. 9.00 9.00 tancaimate
20.8diaaer.er head x x ooze.]. height

ij.iag breadth z
Tibia cotylo-sciatic breadth
maximum rpho1ogicai. length

FIbula(exclude tibiai. spines)
ant-post. diaa. mid-shaft maximum l.ngth
circumf. aid-shaft x

transVerse dian. mid-shaft I

Sacrum
xlength

esxl*'m breadth

site number 35 JA 64
burial number 4

Poet- auiaJ. metrics
flumerus . aadius a I'

.31.8 maxxum length I I
physiological length x 22.70

minai diameter mid-shaft 1.91. 1.89 uin1it I
cjrrece 6.80 6.80 *transverse diam. mid-s bait 1.22 .0Q

maxmu diameter head X *ant_post. diaa. mid-shaft 1.73 1.68



Additional Notes

Ta.rsals:
L a

i Cuboidei
Navicu.,ar
Os Cuneiform 1
Os Cuneiform 2

/fr Os Cuneiform 3

Carpals:

V Hamate
LM0ta

V Capitate V 2
rn Greater Multangular '

V

V Lesser Mul.tangu.]ar 2 fragments: poSition
V Navicula.r V 5/ uflkflOWfl

V Lunate V

V Pisiform
V Triuetr V

Phalanges:

L carpa2. 8 a Carpa.l. 6

t. tarsal R tarsa.1. 0

Dentition:
Some calculu.s build up on the molars both buccal. and Lingually. There is a wide
gap between the maxillary incisors ( 7 cm) The occlusion is not perfectly sy=etr.ca1
chewing probably took place on the Left side. This is suggested because of an abscess
with the second maxillary molar; Left 3rd molars are worn more than the right. This
problem could well have gone back for several years-perhaps a decade or two. The

teeth are somewhat chipped and suite sharp-it appears to be post-mortem wear. It looks
almost as if some secondary dentine has been chipped out in the anterior teeth. The

3rd molar, maxillary, on the right apparently has drifted forward to close the gap
left by the 2nd molar. -.

Vertebrae: 1st five cervical missing only the spine. 6 and 7 missing anterior portion
of the body, articulating facets and spines. Lumbar fragments include mostly the
spines, and articulating facets and numerous body fragments.

Tllna; Anterior-posterior iia. at inferior margin of radial notth left 3.01 right 2.65
Transverse din, at inferior margin of radial notch Left 2.09 right 2.03

site mamber35 JA 64
Metatarsals:

L a banal rumber

136



AUOIISSLgt DU C.mgts

Unworn
2 Vcar f.ets minimal: no b

'.crvable kntisiu
L5 Small tentInt? t.hes vi,t4h1e

p:stWrn fl04 utliief.

3 Cusp tatIrn oblitcrtcd;
iefltine tlis.i pr wifl

4 L).inistc paih I ,iiisiiittal I

5 Ontitie 'ttb tt,sItvU)

V d.ittiit
to

7 Crown (nasnd) worn jway
On 4t t.taM one nk; tIhfl.
save adary dcfltin.*

Roots (wIs.1ionin in ottelusal
sur(a.c

t AdaSud 1m Mtttnat (1511. . (75) (sy As nUdItiet, o teet 2.5.

(Ha].]. and G.n, 1fl5:289)
1
Root fraant only.

PremnS.t

Unworn
Wear 1aiIs prnstl: no oh-

tcrvtihlc tlentuei
Siuiall leniu,w pnsisr: ti.p

pJ((Crn nut ulHlgioid

Cusp (ntlttrn partially or
ounpl ci .( v *,liirrlctl

smIl dstntt,ic uthi.'
or more deutinc pnili.

CS. USC UI at (ii.' VS/C

Two or more Untsss pal..h
cs secondary deuiiinu may
be slight

Fnsirv tøuth .1,11 surruun,.kd
by enamel. .xomtd.m, y
title nMeraIe to heavy

Crown enaiiu:l) worst anay
055 at (caM one VKk calen.
sive secondary 4cntinc

ot*$ functioning in u.xIusal
surface

a,

tJnwr,,
Wear facts no observabh,

dentinc
Small dcnttnc patches: cup

p.411cm not obliterated

Cusp pattern partially or
Cotnyleldy oblitcraicsl
small iAcmine patches

lhrc or more small dent inc
ptttt:)tcs

Thr tic more urge de;inmt
patUics; secondary mAcnone
none to slight

Secondary destine moderate
to exlcnsivc cntirc tooth
ounpletely murroundcd l,y

enamel
Crown (enamel) worn twtmy

on mt least one side: even-
smve seeondary destine

Rooly (unclioning in ocelusid
surface

1 37

Site No. 3SJA64
Denta.L Attr'itjon Recorá Burial No. 4

L R

13 ]. [P4 P!1 I.' CI CI ?N2 Ml M3

tzaxi.ila 5 6 6 2.5

mandible 6 7 5 5 2.5



Site number 35JA64
Burial number 4

ltnor aorphoiogicai. traits in the human il----non-metric trait listing
developed by 8erry and 8erry (1967, .1. Anat. 101:361-379)

aighest nuchal line present: yes NA

Ossicie at the Lambda: (3) no NA

Lambdoidai. suture ossicle present: none ]. aoreji
Parietal foramnen present: right only Left only
3regmatic bone present: yes NA

&. tetopism: yes NA

Coronal suture ossicle present: none 1 more

Epipteric bone present: tight only left only both none

Fronto-cemporary articulation: right only left only
LU. PariecaL notch bone present: right only left only both

U. Ossicle at astarion: right only left only both

Auditory torus present: right only left only both

Foramnen of Faschke present: right only Left only both

Mastoid foramen ex-sutural: right only left only
Mastoid foramen abenc: right only left only both

PosteriOr condylar canal patent: right only Left only both

Condylar facet double: right only left only both

Precondylar tuberele present: right left both

..ncerior condylar canal double: right left both

Foramen ovale incomplete: right left both

Foramnen spinosum open: right left
Accessory Lesser palatine foramen present right left

2). Palatine torum present: no NA

Maxillary torus present: right left
Zygomatico-facial foren: right Left both

Supraorbital foramen complete: right left both

Frontal foramen present: right Left

Anterior echnoid foremen exsocural: right left
Posterior ethmoid foramen absent:right left
Accessory infraorbital foramea present: right

both neither
either)

neither

neither
neither

neither

neither
both neither

both neither
Left both

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

138
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Sksleral data fore, Oregon State tlniversicy Osteology Laboratory

Site (place)

3urial ubsr 5

records and burial artjLcts (bow tie.

Site nsmber 35 JA 64

Data 29 JUne 1960

Observer Jenkins

1 39

Age 551. Basis of estimate bone resorption on mandible, degree of suturaj. closure,

upping on vertebrae and historic tecords.

Stature estimate 5' 7" Forila and bones rsed in making estimate(s)
Brothwell. 1965:102. t'emur, 2.32Pem+65.52.

Notes and ocher obssrvation
Radius-surface of left diaphysis deteriorated. Right, surface of diaphysis deteriorated,
anterior surface of distal end missing.
tjlna-Right diaphysia has surface deterioration.
Scapula-left, auxiliary margin present, portions of subscapui.ar fossa anterior to
spine, parts of spine and the medial portion of acromial process are all present
but not articulated. Right, same as left except they are articulated.
?emur-t.eft, bead fragmentary, trochanters both present, gluteal tuberosity is well
developed, surface of diaphysia is deteriorating, medial condyle is missing anterior
surface, lateral condyl. is missing posterior surface, and patella facet is missing.
Right, head missing, posterior surface of greater trochanter missing, gluteal tudero-
sity not as well developed as left side, diaphysis surface is markedly deteriorated,
medial condyle missing completely, medial portion of the lateral condyle is present.
Tibia-Both, diaphysis only, surface of which is deteriorated badly.
Fibula-t,eft. lateral side of distal end is missing, medial side of proximal end is
missing. Right lateral sid, distal end is missing, diaphysis exhibits surface
deterioration.
Inncminate-Left, missing anterior iliac crest and ischium, anterior portion of
acetablulum is missing. Both inferior ramus missing.
tumerus-left, medial condyle fragmentary, lateral condyl. missing, capitulum virtually
gone. Bon. growth in olenranon fossa. Right, lateral portion of head and tuberclea
missing diaphysis has post-mortes markings, lateral condyle missing as is anterior
surface of distal end, small hole (0.66) ust superior to olecanon fossa.

Sex $J F I Basis of estimate oa el



' present
$ bone 'isiii
x missing postnortma
- missing antorten
S shoveling
A abscess
I impaction

crowding
BR bone resorption
E not ernpcad

site number 35 JR 64

burial. number 5

Crania.i. bone tnrmb.ration; dental. attributes

V present; nisaiu; p path; A anomalous

Nfl not fully erupted
OC occi.use.L carie*

'.(C caries usi&1.
caries ciiatal.

CI. caries Lingual

SI. caries buccal

d dsciduous (baby tooth)
1-8 attrition Level (set chart in Ball.

and German, 1975, S!esis)

*CIs nay have been present but alveolar damage and some resorptionexists so it is unlikely.
It dosn t look like any of the teeth or the gis could hay, been in Very good condition.

Cjota otbar features with footnote)

Chin square, gaiiai. angles flare laterally.

Lateral side of ramus missing at mandibular foramen.

?rontal, missing orbits except for superior margins and interior surface base, squama Ok.

Post-sortem deformation of cranium, breakage near the right lanbdoidal suture on the

occipital and a widening of the cranuiit at t.h parietala.

1L40

2 ?B2 P(1C LI CICI LI c?ti.fP52 Ni. N2 3

mill.a * L
....dible BR BR SR BR BR X X * * X X X jockpBR BR B

frontal.

occipital V

sphenoid F F

flENTAL RZCOD

t. a

cranium: I.
valuation of individual (e.i. Patho-

pariecal.
F V

tpora.L V V

nasai.s $

nazilla F F

esJ.ax V v

paLatine
nandibla-body v

V V

condyles F $



Yfaxinui frontal. brsadtttX
3asion-proetbiou
Naaion-prosthi.on
PaLate breadth (ex rnal) X
Foranen sagnu length x

tandible
Sympbysial. h.igbc ,
ieteD bigonisi. 10.7

Diaxecer bicondyiar
a.ighn of ascending renus x

a.tn* breadth of rua t. 2.57

Gouiü angle ui0
Total sandibular length at least 9.0

if possible; indicate side
tadices
Cranial index
asal. index

burial. number

un

Other: Sutural closure:
Corohal and sagitta.1. fused endo-craniaLly
Lambdoidai exhibitS acme endo-cranial. fusion.
coronal, fused in Laces ecto-crania.Ll7.
saqittal, present ecto-crariially.
squanosal suture riot fuaed.
Symphysial. height, taken at breakage Line,
riot rnuch sore.
Condyles on mandible broken.

2.66

inimi fronta.L breadth
3izygoatic x

9.2

Observations

Nasal height X

asai breadth
Left orbital breadth
Left orbital. height x netopic suture yes no indeterminate

Right orbital. breadth
Right orbital height

x ciaforsation
socural. bones:

yes rio indeterminate

Biorbina3. breadth x sagittal. yes no mdcc armi.nata

3asion-porior coronai yes tao indeterminate

?oriou-nasion X bregma yes no indeterminate

Porion-prosthion X 1 mkj4a_j yes no indeterminate

Sasion-naaion x inca bone yes no indeterminate

Cranial. metrics; cak Left and right
Ccanium

axinum Length 17.9

!axinu breadth X

3asion-bragma X

3

site number 35 J 64

x

x



a

Inno1.naCe: R L Clavicle: R I. Talus: '

Pubic $ 2ediaJ. end
Isctiiu ... * V Lateral end F * Calcaneus:
Ilium F F Diaphysis

ricular V V

Acecabulum F

umerus:
Prox
Di.sta.L

Diaphysis

Radius:
?rox
Distal
Diaphysis

tuna:
Prox
Distal
Diaphysis

Sca. Ia:
Glenoid
Spin.
Corocoid
Acroion

F

*

V

Post-cranial bone enumeration

Jrasent; Ffr;.; nissin; path; __anomalous

F

Plus 9 fragments
$ Ceruum:

anubr turn

. Body
Xiphoid

Prox F

Distal..

Diapnysia V

Patella:

tib
erox
Distal
Diaphysis

Fibula:
Prox
Distal
Diaphyei.s

site number 35 JA 64

burial rnber 5

Tarsals: See Page 6

Me.v.atarsals: See Page 6

Carpals: See Page 6

M.cacarpalo: See Page 6

Phalanges: See Page 6

Calcaneus: articulating surfaces
present.

1L112

vertebrae 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 13. 12

F F *F F F $

T

t. FFFFF
F F F p p

Aurtcular
surtaCe a$t. *

cox.
$ * * *



Clavtci.e
maximum length

ext ama]. breadth

x

1.89

internal hreadth X

Femur

maximum morphological length x
ia-position length (same as
bicondylar length) x

ant-post. diameter midshaft 2.3
transverse diam. mid-shaft 2.69

8.7circumf. mid.shaft
mimim diameter head

*Tibia See page Sa

maximum morphological. length x X

(exclude tibia]. spines)
ant-poet. diam. mid-shaft
circumf. mid-shaft
transverse diam. mid-shaft 2.26

5

site number35 Sat 64
burial number 5

iliac breadth x x

4.09cocylo-sciatic breadth X

See page 5a

maximum length x 35.0

Racrum

maximum length X

maximum breadth

(for all. measurements except the scapula, refer to Olivier, 1969, Practcai
Anthropology; for the scapula, refer to Montagu, 1960, A. Handbook of Anthroponetmy.)

x if it is not possible to obtain measurement.)

L
X

Radius a t.
xmaximum length

2.2]. physiological length X

1.84 minimum cireumf. x
6.5 transverse diam. mid-ehaft x x

ant-post. diam. mid-shaft x x
x

*Ulna See page 5a
x maximum length X X

x minimum cireumf. x x

X physiological length X X

44.9

ant-post. diais. mid-shaft x 2.92

transverse diam. mid-shaft 2.08

Scapula
44.5

maximum breadth X X

3.11
maximum height

2.71
9.3 tnnomin.ate

coxal. height X Z

eost-crania.L metrics
aunerus

R1" morphological. length3l.l
maximum diameter mid-shaft 2.44

minimum diameter mid-shaft 1.79

minimum circumference 6.6

maximum diameter head x

physiological. 1ingth x



5a

site number 35 JA 64
burial number 5

*jj_ Anterior-posterior dia. and transverse dia taken at the nutrient
foramen.

*Ulna_ Anterior-posterior dia. and transerse dia. take at inferior tnargia
of the radial notch.

*Fibula_ Post-tnortn deformation has caused this bone to bend so the
measurnent is undoubtedly a bit short.

144



Additional iOte5

atte rnzmber 35 JA 64

Carpa1s
Plus 6 unpl.aceable fragments

F Iate F L F I

F Capitate F F 2 *

F Greater Mul.tangulaz * 3
* Lesser Multangu.lar F 4 *

F ?avtcialaz F F 5 *
F Lunate F
* Pjjo

rriquetrum
unidentifiable fragments

*

Plus 2 unpiaceable fragments

Tarsals: Metatarsa.ls:
I. a a burial. number S

F Ci.ibojdeu F

F Iavtcula $ 2
F Os Cunejor I * 3
F Os Cuneitorm 2 * 4
$ Os Cunei.orm 3 * F 5 F

Phalanges:

L caL-cal 13 ft arpa3. 13

L tazsal ft tarsal. 1. plus 1. other



site nunber 3SJA64
burial nunber S

Minor morphological traits in the human skull non-metric trait listing

developed by Berry and Berry (1967, .1. Anat. 101:361-379)

I. 11ighest rtuchaJ. line present: yes NA

Ossici.e at the lambda: no NA

Lambdoidal suture ossici.e preent: none I uorej NA

?arital Eoramen present: right only left only both

Bregmatic bone present: yes NA

. 'tecopisin: yes NA

7. Coronal suture osaicle present: none I nore NA

3. Epipteric bone present: right only left only both t NA

9. Fronto-temporary articulation: right only Left only both 4T3 NA
LU. 7arietal notch bone present: right only Left only both neither

IL. Ossicle at asterion: right oni, Left only both MA

Auditory torus prsenc: right only Left only both NA

Foramen of t{achke present: ri'ht only Left only both ø NA

Mastoid foramen x-sutural: only f only both

Mastoid foramen absent: only 4nly both

L. Posterior condylar canal patent: right only Left only both

17. Condylar facet double: right only left only both

LB. Precondylar ubercle present: right Left both central

Anterior cortdylar canal double: right left both

Foramen ovale incomplete: right left both

Foramen spinosum open: right Left both

Accessory lesser palatine foramen present: right left

Palatine torum present: yes no

Maxillary torus present: right Left both

Zvgomatico-Eacial foramen: left both

Suoraorbital foramen complete: rtght left both

Frontal foraman present: right left

Anterior echaoid Eoramen exsutural: right left

Posterior ethmoid foramen absent:right left both

Accessory infrsorbital foramen present: right left

neither

neither

neither

neither

eite

neither

both neither

neither

neither

neither

both neither

neither

both neither

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

1Lt



Skeletal data form, Oregon Stare tJniersiry Osteology Laboratory

Site (place) Applegate

3uriai. tnber

Sex Ft Basis of estimase

Site auaber 35 JA 64

Date 20 June 1980

Observer Jenkins

No estimation of sex could be made.

.4e_ Basis of estimate 7 months of inr.xauterine Lice (Lockhart. 1965:69).

Petrous cortion developed, this occurs by the 6th month. Sohenoid no vet fused

this occurs in the 8th month.

Stature estimate Formula and bones ised in making esinate(s)

o estimation was made.

Notes and other observations
Parietal-Both frontal eminences present.

Temporal-Both petrous, squamosal parts, and posterior portion of rygomatic arch were
present.

MaxilJ.a-Both, portion with inferior orbital foramen. articulates with the malar, and

inferior portion of orbits present.

Frontal-Both, eminences and superior parts of the orbits were present.

Occipital-Both, condyl.es and part of the calva.

Sphenoid-Both, foramen rotundums, part of the greater wing adjacent to foramen rotundum
and foramert ovals were present.

Vertebrae-16 right spinous fragments and 9 left 3pinoLlS fragments. At least 2 of these

were identifiable as cervical. The rest are thoracicor lumbar.

MetacarpaLs identified could just as well be netatarsai.a.

Scapula-Left corocoid, proximal portion of process.



Cranial bone anunberation; dental atibutes

/ present; _j_frg.; nissing; P oath; A anomalOus

Crani Evaluation of individual (e.g. Patho-

Logy, etc.

parietal F F

poral
rLasajs * *

axilla F F

saiar cj 7
palatine * *

nandibl*-body 'I I
$ *

condyles * *

frontal F F

occipital F F

sphenoid F F

DTFAL aEcORD o teeth

a

site niber 35 JA 64

burial nunber 6

MR. not erupted

O6ota other futures vith footnote)

1Li.8

MIM2 MI. P2 PM1 C 1..I c:z C Mi. MI

naxilla

mandible

' present Nfl not fully erupted

; bone missing OC øctluaI. caries

x missing postmortem MC caries nesial

- missing antemortem CD caries distal

$ shoveling CI. cartes Lingual.

A abscess 3L caries buccal

t impaction d deciduous (baby tooth)

crowding 1-8 attritiOn Lev.l (see chart in

BR. ban. resorption
and Carmen, 1975,

aau
Syeis)



Cranial macrice; take left and

Cranium
a

ax±num length X

'axxum breadth X

Sasiou-bregna

'inimum frontal breadth

3izygoaatjc X X

Nasal. height X X

Nasal. breadth

Left orbitaj. breadth

Left orbital. height

Right orbital breadth

Right orbital height

3iorbitai breadth

Sasion-porion

P orion-na, ion

right if possible;

L Indjts

N Cranial index

X Nasal. index

N

N

N

x

x

N

Porion-orosthion N

8as ion-na, ion N

Naxinum frontal breadth N N

aasion-proattion N X

Nasion-prostkzjon N N

Palace breadth (ex:erna.L)X N

yoraman magni length N N

3

site number 35 JA 64

burial number

indicate side

a

N

N

L

N

andible

Symphysia.L height X X

Dienetar bigenial. x

Diameter bicondylar N

aeight of ascending cannel.

Xinlman breadth of ramue N

Coniaj.. angle

rocal. nandibular length N

yes no indeterminate

yes no indeterminate

yes no indeterminate

yes no indeterminate

yes no indeterminate

ye, no indeterminate

yes no indeterminate

x x

x N

N N

N N

N x

N N

N

N

N

N

N

Observations

macepic suture

deformation

sutural bones:

sagittal.

coroua.L

bregma

inca bone

Other:



Poz
Distal *
Diaphysis

Radius:
Prox
Distal
Diaphysi.s

Prox
Distal
Diaphysis

S4a.
Gleoid
Spint
Cørocoid

Post-cranial bote enumeration

___?eaet; i.tssixig; !ath; AanomalQUs

I. Clavicle: a L Talus:
(edialend

* t.acera. end * * Calcaneus:
V Diaphysis V V

- aib

Sternum:
anubrium

3ady
Xiphoid

Fenur:
Prox
Distal
Diapyais

Pat eLla:

Tibia:
Prox
Distal
Diaphysi.s

*

*

bur.al number

Tarsals

(etatarsais: *

Cara.Ls:

fetacar,aJ.5:

ianzss: $

4

site number 35 JA 64

5 4

150

'iertsbra. 1 2 3 4 5 S 7 3 9 j LO U U

C

T
L

F
uricular * *

cox.

atanominat :
?'.zbic
tCiu
t1iu

Aurtcu.Lar
Acetabujua



Post-cranial. nserics
um*rus

R
saEaz snrphologicai. Length 3.98 4.05
saxi.mu d.iaetsr aid-shaft 0.35 0.32

ninun dianetar aid-shaft X X

nini.aun circuaterence X X

naxinun disaster h.ad X X

physiological length X X

Clavicle
nazaua Length
external breadth
interna.L 5raadth

K K

x x

*ribia

naxmun rpho1ogca3. Length K X

(exclude tibial. spines)
ant-past. clam. aid-shaft K 0.39

circunf. aid-hatt K 0.46

transverse clam. aid-shaft X K

Sacrun

Length 6.7 body head lenqth
aaxa breadth 1.40 wing to wing

site ruamber 35 JP. 64

burial number 6

(for all alas rsnts except the scapula, refer to Olivier, 1969, Practical
snthropaLoy; for the scapula, refer to Montagu, 1960, A Eandbook of Anthroaoaety.)

a if it is not possible to obtain assaurean.)
tib ia-Measurements at nutrient for amen.

151

naxinua diameter head K

Fenur

saxinsa rpho1ogical length .28 K

in-position length (same as
bicondylar Length) K X

ant-post. disaster aidshaft K K

transverse diem. aid-shaft K X

ircunf. aid.shafc K X

.adius R

maxinum Length K X

physiological Length X K

aininun circuaf. K K

transverse diem.. aid-shaft K K

ant-poSt. diem. sid-shatt

tuna
Length 4.05 (

aininiam ciumf. x x

physiological length K K

ant-paC. diem. aid-shaft K X

transverse diem. aid-shaft K

Scanula
glenoid 1ength - 0.61 x

glenoidbteadth 0.33. 0.32

tanominate.
greatest length 1.64

auricular to 000site side 1.34
of i3.liumnoty.o-sciaaic breadth

ibu.La

naxinun length
5th rib right in photo length 3.85
4th rib Left in photo Length 3.05
1st rib left in photo length 1.68
tubercie width 1st rib in photo 0.3].

2.73 2.83.



Additjona]. !'Iotes

rarsai: Metatarsais:
I. L ft

Navjci.lar 2
Os Cuneiform 1 3
Os Cuneiform 2 14

Os Cuneiform 3 5

Carpals:
L. ft Metacarpals:

lamate L a
Capitate 2
Gxeater Multajigular 3
Lesser Multangu.lar 4.
Navtcu]az 5
Lunate
?isj.form
Triquetrum

site nuthber 35 JA 64

burial rtunber 6

152

Phalanges:

L carpal ft carps.].

L tarsal a tarsal

terrum-Manubrium Length L.09
breadth 0.80

?etous-Cength right 2.13 Left 2.2].
Breadth right 1.37 Left 1.39



artifacts-bow tie.

Oate 28 June 1980

Observer Jenkins

Slcelatai. data form, Oregon State tlniversity Osteology Laboratory

Site (place) AppJ.egate Site number 35 JA 64

t Sasjs of estimar. well clev;oned nrnids thouoh not excessively

Large: moderate robusticity; sciatic notch was narrow; historic reccrs; burial

Age, Basis of estimara Loss and condition of teeth, great deal of bone resorption

degree of sutural cJ.osure, historic records.

Stature estimate 5'6½"5'7½" Formula and bones used in making estimate(s)

Conmarison with other burials, Brothwell, 1965:102 *Femur, 2.32 Fem+65.53.

flotes and other observations
*5'emur_See page 6.
aulnerus-exterior surface deteriorating on both Left and right. Right, missing medial

condyle. Left, distal represented by olecranon fossa and a portion of the medial condyle.
Radius-exterior surface of both left and right deteriorating.
Ulna-exterier surfaces of the distal, proximal and diaphysis show surface deterioration.
Scapula-Both, medial portion of spine, parts of the body, the superior margin are all
present. Right inferior angle and axillary margin present. Left. vertebral margin

present but fragmentary.
Clavicle-Right, acromial facet missing, coracoid tuberosity present. diaphysiS surface
deteriorating, sternal end surface is fragmentary on posterior/inferior side. Left,

roracoid tuberosity present, surface of diaphysis fragmentary.
Femur-Right, head flattened, greater and lesser trochanter missing. Qiaphysis exhibits

spotty surface deterioration, distal is fragmentary with portions of both the medial and
Lateral condyles md mntercondyloid fossa being present. Left, head is in pieces and

not flattened like the right, trochanters are both missing, diaphysis is in good shape,
distal medial condyle present, lateral condyl. missing, intercondyloid fossais .f ragman-
tary in the lateral margin.
ribia-Right, proximal condyle present, but not articulating with the diaphysis, diaphysis
is fragmentary on the anterior surface, distal inferior articulating facet present. Left.

distal same as right, diaphysis same as right, distal is LOr. fragmentary.
Fibula-Right, exterior surface of lateral malleolus fragmentary. Both are in reasonably

good shape except they lack the proximal end.
Continued page 6)

153

3urtaj. number 7



Crani:
parietal
tora.I.
nasaia
naxilla

palatine
aan4ibla-.ody.ras

condyles
frontal
occipica.L
sphenoid

present
ffr bone missing
x missing postuort
- missing afltG5Ort
S shoveLtng
A abscess
I impaction

crowding
3R. bone -resorption
E not erupted

Cranial bone enberation; dental attributes

V oresenc;

oErrAL. REOED

I. a

site tttber 35 JA 64
burial. ruber 7

TE not fu.Uy erupted
OC occlusaj. caries
tC caries nesiai.

caries distal
L caries Lingual

St caries bucca3.
d deciduous (baby tOOth)
1-8 attrition level (CCC chart in aal3.

au4 German, 1975, Syesis)

QTate other features with footnote)
Mandible exhthjts resorption siatiliar to that of the other burials. Root cavity for
at Least the left Ml and possibly the Right M3. Root fragments in the left Ml and
Right LI.

1 5Lç

'13 '12 'Ii. P'17_P'13. CLI CI CI LI C PMI. M2 '13. '12 '13

maxiila

mandible

Ffrg.; missing; F path; A anomaLous

V V

Zvaation of individual (e.g. ?atho-
Logy, etc.

V Exterior surface of the cranium is deterior-
* ating quite a bit.

* Skull exhibits post-mortem distortion and
crushing.
Goriial angle present on right side.

v Left petrous part present.
*

$

F
'1 F
*



3

site number 35 JA 64

burial. number 7

Cranial. metrics; take left and sight if possible; indicate side
Cranium tndices
Naxi.mum length X Cranial. index X

breadth X asJ. index X

3asion-breg* X

inaum frontal. breadth N

Sizygomacic N

Nasal. height
Nasal, breadth
Left orb ital. breadth
t.att orbital. height
Right orbital breadth
Right orbital he.tght
3torbital breadth
asion-pario

Potion-casio
Porion-prosthion
3asion-nasion
Mxinum frontal breadth
Sasion-prosthion
Nasion-proatbion
Palate breadth (external.)
Foram.n sagnum Length N

fandib La

Symphy.ial height N

3iecsr bigoni.al. N

Diameter biccndylar N

aeigbf of ascending razs N

(infmum breadth of raens N

Conial. angl* N

Total. mandibular length X

N

N

N

N

Observations
maCop in suture

deformation
sutural. bones:

sagittal.
coronal
bregna

Lambd'ida.L

inns bone

yes indeterminate
yes indeterminate

yes indeterminate
no indeterminate

yea indeterminate
no indic erminate

yes no

Other: Sutural Closure:
Laiubdoidal-only Lateral. portion of suture
present.

Squamosal.-presertt on eight side.

Sagitta). and Coronal, noised ertdo-craniail.y
and ecto-cranially.

In general. there appears to be a greater
degree of sutural. closure on this specimen
than on the others, cnparable to number 11.

1 55

N

N

x

x

N

N



tnnominat a:

Pubic
schiun

Lliva
Aurjctjlar
Acecabuluin...

Postcranial. bone enteracion

J5eflt __L_fr.; ,j....jflissiAg P atb; .anostalous

Prox
Distal P F

D1aptiysia

adins:
Prox
Distal
Diaphysis

na:
Prox
Distal.

D1.aphyeis

Sea. j

Glenol4
Spine
Corocoid
Acroion

V

S Cernua:

Manubt1a ........
Sody
Xiphoid

Prox
Distal.
Diaphysia

?acaU.a

Tibia:
Ptox
Distal
Diaphysis

7ibui.a:

Prox
Distal
Diaphysis

F

P

See Page 6

Matatarsals: See Page 6

F F

PP
F

F

4

site wber35 JA 64

burial tber 7

MacacarDals: See Page 6

Phalanges: See Page 6

156

vrtabpae 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 U 12

F F P PFFF
F P F P P P F F F P8

P F PP P
S

8 F F P *

Aartcular
surzac* R $ L

cox.
$ * 8 *

Clavicle: R t. Talus:
Medial and....... 8

Lateral end CaLcaneus:
.apbysis

Ribs: 12 9 Tarsals:

Car,als: See Page 6



ost-cranjaj netrins

Humerus

aaxmum

norphalogieai. Langth_

diameter nid-shait

diameter nid-shait

irnum erence

diameter .ad

physiological Length X X

C1avttl

mlm,m Length x x

external breadth L.98 X

internal breadth x

anc-ocer. diameter d.ehaft_2.95

transverse djam. aid-shaft 2.78

circtf. aid-shaft 9.0

aaxaum diameter head x

transverse diam. 2.24

site number 35 J 84

burial number 7

Radius H C.

naxinum Length X

physiological Length :( X

aitimum cireumf. X X

transverse diam. aid-shaft X

anc-oosc. diam. aid-anaL: X X

lfl.na

naxinum Length X

ainimum circunf. X X

physiological Length X

ant-post. diam. id-shaft X

transverse diam. aid-shaft

Sacum

Length K

aeximimi breadth
X

(for all. neasurence except the scapula, refer to 01.ivter, 1969, Practical.
Anthro,oloav; for th. scapula, refer to ioatagu, 1960, A Handbook of rzthroaiueru.)

(Put x if it is nor possible to obtain messurensan.)

x
Scapula

nazimam breadth C I
3.08

saximian height X I
2.80

9.1 tcnomiziate

x coxaJ. height X

iliac breadth I I

x
cotylo-aciatic breadth I 3.88

!enur See Page 6

*taxum rpEtologica1. 1ength_ 46.5

in-ooaitiou Length (sam. as
bicondylar Length) x

*Tibia See Page 6

aaximum aorphologicai. lengthX
(exclude :ibia.L spines)

ant-post diam. -.L.L.- 3.67

circumf. aid-shaft x

ibula

3.40 sazm* Length
I

x

2.20



Additional otes

Tarsala: Metatarsals:
I. a L

F Cubojdeu F
* i

F av.ciüar * * 2 *
* Os Cuneiform I * F 3 F
F Os Cuneiform 2 4 F
F 0 Cuneiform 3 F F 5 F

Site number 35 JA 64

burja. riunber 7

1 8

Carpa.ls:
L a Metacarpals
F Haate * L* Fa
F Capitate * F 2 F
* Greater Multangular $ F 3 F
* LesserMu.LtaguJar $ F F
F Navjcu.].a * F 5
F Lunate *

F Pta iform *

F Triqzetrum *

Phalanges:

L ca3 7 acaal 3

L tarsal a tar.l L fragment side unknown

Innominate-Both sides represented by fragments around the acetabulum and the sciatic notch.

Tibia-Anterior-posterior and transverse dia. taken at nutrient foramen.

Femur-(ength of the femur was determined by placing both the right and Left on the osteo-
metric board while matching the Lesser trochanters together. tn this manner a
composite figure was arrived at which approximated the femur Length. This procedure
was necessary because neither femur had boti a proximal and a distal end that were
suitable to use in the Length determination. The left distal end and the rignt
proximal end were suitable and thus the composite approach was necessitated.



site number3SJA64
burial number_______

Minor morphological traits in the human skull non-aetric trait Listing
developed by terry and erry (1967, S. Anat. 101:361-379)

Flighest nucha]. line present: yes no

Ossicle at the Lambda: yes no

Lambdoidal suture ossicJ.e present: none 1 more

Parietal toramen present:
8regmacic bone present:

. Metopism:

LO.

13.

15.

only
yes no

yes no

both none

159

Coronal suture ossicle present: none I more

Epipteric bone present: right only left only both none

Eronto-temoorary articulation: right only Left only both neither
?rieCaL notch bone present: right only Left only both neither
Ossicle at asterion: right only Left only both neither
Auditory torus present: right only Left only both neither
Foramen of Maschke present: rihc only Left only both neither
Mastoid foramen ex-sutural: right only left only both neither
Mastoid foramen absent: right only Left only both neither
Posterior condylar canal patent: right only left only both neither
Condylar facet double: right only left only both neither

Lb. Precondylar cubercle present: right Left both central neither
L9. Attcerior condylar canal double: right Left both neither

Foramen ovale incomplete: right left both neither
Foramen spinosum open: right Left both neither
Accessory Lesser palatine foramen present: right Left both neither
Palatine corum present: yes no

Maxillary torus present: right Left both neither
Zvgomatico-facial foramen: right left both neither
Supraorbital foramen complete: right left both neither
Etontai foramen present: right left both neither
Anterior ethmoid foramen exsutural: right Left both neither

49. Posterior ethmoid foremen absenc:right Left both neither
30. Accessory infraorbital foramert present: right left both neither



Site (place)

Burial ubsr

Apyieqate

Sex Basis of escim_ata

otee an4 other observations

8 cranium fragments
1 unidentifiable fragment
rto identifiable post cranial parts.

Sita tib 35 IA 64

Observer Jenk irts/ifall

Skeletal data form, Oregon State tlrtiversi:y Osteology t.aboratory

Mo estimate of sex could be made.

As_ asis of eseimat. 6-7 month intrauterthe life. Comparison of RT orbit

size with other infant burial 1ft6.

Stature estimate Tormu.La and bones s.d in naicing estimate(s)

160

Oats 2 July 1980



C:ani*:

pariecai.
tpeaL
as..Ls
aziUa

nalar
palatin.
andib 1.-body

ondy1as
frnnta.L
occipital
sphenoid

' presunt
ifr ban. sissing
x issing postmort
- nissing ax1tort
S sbovai.ing
A abscess
t inpaction

crowding
3R bone resorption
NE not eripesd

Ciat. other ftatures .rith footnote)

DENTAL aZCOR.D

a

sit. tnb.r 35 JA 64
buriai. tub.r 8

Cranial. bone enub.ration; dental attributes

/ res.nt; ___f;.; nisaing; P path; A ananaj.ous

NP! not f.y erupted
DC occl.iisal caries
MC cart.s essiai.
c caries distal
CL caries Lingual.
3L ãaries buctal.
d daciduot., (baby tooth)
1-4 attrition level. (see chart in Ea.Ll.

and Gean, l97, Svesis)

16i

M3J Ml Ml. P2 - PM1 C LI CI CI LI C PNi. - PM2 Mi. Ml

naziila

nandible

va1uation of individual (e.g. Patbo-
Logy, etc.

8 cranit eraqments



in ftouta.L breadth

Thramen nagni Lengch

andible

Synphysial heigbt

Diaster bigonial.

Diaaeter bicondylaz

asight of ascending rus

finini breadth of rs

Gouiai. angi.e

'rocai. n.ndbul.ax length

Bizygoaanic

Nasal height

Nasal. breadth

Left orbital. breadth Observations

Left orbital. height netopic suture yes to indeterminate

Right orbital. breadth dafo rear ion yes to indeterminate

Right orbital. height sucura.l bones:

8iotbitai. breadth sagUtal yes to mdcc erainace

3asion-porion torona.L yes to indeterminate

Porton-oasion bregma yes to indeterminate

?orio-rosthion 12.41jd&L yes to indeterminate

Rasiou-uaaion inca bon, yes to indeterminate

Maxu frontal. breadth

Rasinu-prosthion Other:

Nasion-prcsthiou

Palate breadth (extirnaj.)

3

site number 35JA4

burial number 8

Cranial. taecrics; rake left and right if possible; indicate side

Caniva Endices

Maximum length Cranial index

breadth Nasal. index

asion-bre



tanomin.ata:
Pubic
Ischiu
Iliun

uricuiar
Acatabnlun

Prox
Oisca.l
Diaphysis

Clavicle:
ediaJ. end

Lateral end
Otaphysia
Ribs:

S tarnus:
4amibriui
3ody
Ziphoid

Radius:
'rox Prox
DiataJ. Distal.
Diaphyeis Diaptysis
Uln.a: Pat&J.a:
Distal ribDiapbysi.s. - Pro
Sca. La: Distal
G1.anoid DiaptTysis
Spine
Corocoid Fibui.a:
Acrenion Prax

Distal
Di.apiiysis

site ciber 35JA64

burial ounber

Post-cranial bone enuneration

__Present; Ffrg.; # niaaing; P math; _anan&loue

Pbai.ane,s

16

vertebrae 1 Z 10 11 12

r
I.

S Auricularsur:acs R t.

cox.

Tai.us:

Calcaneus:

Tarsals:

Metacarsals:

Cara.Ls:

Metacara1s:



Pot-crania.]. nittics

inerus

saxxu rphological Length________

nuia disaster sid-sbadt

ninman disaster sid-ghaft

ni.ninan circif erenca

saxaua disaster head

physiological length

Clavtcla

naxinux Length

excerna.L breadth

interns.L breadth

Fir
nsximua rphologicai. Length________

in-position Length (sans as
bicondyLar Length)

ant-post. disaster nid.eh&ft________

transverse diaa. nid-shaft__________

circf. nid-shaft

disaster head

Tibia

agxua norphological. Length________
(exclude tibia.]. spines)

ant-post. dian. nid-shaft

circf.

transverse diaa. aid-s had:

Sacran

aaxim Length

site number 35JA64

burial number 8

adius

aaxinun Length

physiological Length

nininum circuaf.

trans',erss iiam. aid-shaft

ant-post. diam. nid-ahait

tuna

naxinu Length

nininux circuaf.

physiological Length

ant-post. dism. :id-sha.ft

transverse diam. aid-ehaft

Scapula

naximum breadth

saximum height

lonominat a

(oxal height

iliac breadth

notylo-sciatic breadth

Fibula

mimt Length

asafaum breadth

(for all seasurents except the scapula, rider to Olivier, 1969, Practical
Anthronolosy; for th. scapula, refer to Moncagu, 1960, 1 aandbook of ntbraoonetr-'.)

(Put x U it is tot possible to obtain awurenent.)
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Sex aasis of estimace

Age__60+ 3aeis of canner.

mandible, and historical records.

Date 24 June 1980

Observer Jenkins

Skeletal data form, Oregon Stata zversiny Osteology tabarator7

Sire (place) Ap1egate 35 j 64

Suriaj. nbar 13.

Robustness of bone, medium rnstoida, historical records,

burial artifacts (bow tie), and presence of hair on the mandible.

degree of sutura]. closure, resorption of bone on

Stature caere ' s' Forla and bones zs.d in making estimate(s)

Comoarison with the femur from bur4al 4. They were about the sam size thquqfl

varying in robustness.
otca and other observations

Skull-most of the calvarium is present but little of the face and cranial base.

Mandibje.-deteriorated badly, held together by a matrix of roots and soil, exhibits
resorption of the bone.

post-carnial- very fragmentary representation.

Femur-midpoint determined by comparison with the femur from burial 4 which wee of the
same approximate size.

Innominate-one fragment of th. greater sciatic notch, left side.

tuna-exterior surface deteriorating.
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present
bone nissing
nissing postnOrt

- nissing antOr
S sveling

abscess
t inpaction

crowding
3a bone resorption
NE cot epted

(Note other features with footnote)

site aiber 35 JA 64
buria.L nber 11

Cranial bone eniberation; dental attributes

present; __L_fr;.; / nissing; P path; A anomalous

Cranit: a !valuation of itdivl.dua]. (e.g. PathO
Logy, etc.

parieta3. F F

cenporal F F

casa.Ls
naxilla * *

nalar $

palatine *

nandible-body V V

ranus F

condyles
frontal F

occipital F

sphenoid

DTFAL 9ZORD lo teeth.

I. a

NT! not fully erupted
OC occlu.eal caries

C caries nesial
caries distal

CL caries Lingual
St caries buccal
d deciduous (baby cooth)
1-8 attrition Level (see chart in aau

and Gesan, 1975, Syesis)

1 66

N N2N1?M2 PlC LIICI tIC PNI PN2 LNZ
rj111 *

nandibJ.e



Cranial metrics; take left

Cranium

Maximum Length

Mazim.a breadth

3asion-bregma

'inimum frrncai breadth

8izygomattc

MasaJ, height

asal breadth

Left orbital breadth

Left orbital, height

Right orbital breadth

Right orbital height

Siorbitai. breadth

3asion-porio

!orion.-nasion

Porion-prosthion

8aaion-aasion

and right U possible; indicate side

tedices

X Cranial index X

X Twl index X

x

x

ObseraCions

tnetopic suture

deformation

sutura3. bones:

sagittat

coronal

bregma

inca bone

site number

burial bar

yes no

yes no

11

3

35 IA 64

yes indeterminate

yes indeterminate

yes 4 indeterminate

Other: Sutural Closure: Those sutures
present are fused both endo and attn-cram-
ially, eXceot the squanosal suture. It is
fused endo-cranially on the left but rtot

ecto-craniafly. P.ight side is indeterminate

Maximna frontal breadth

Basion-prosthion

Masion-prosthion
x

Palate breadth (extarma].)
X

Foramen magnum Leng;h

Mandibl*

$yinphysia.L height X

Dister bigonia.L X

Diameter bicondylar X

siglit of ascending rmeu.s X

Minimum breadth of ramua X

Conia,L angle X

total mandibular Lgth X

10.1

x

x

x

x

x

x

x



'ertebrae 12
C

1'

t.

*

5 6 7181
Pj

10

Auricu.LarsuXac* a* L *

Clavicle:
tediaJ. end
Lateral, end
Diapktysis

Ribs:

3 lumbar fromn rbab1y 2,34.

St arnua:
{anubriu
Sody
Xiphoid

umerus:
Prox
Distal F F
Diaphysis F F

Radius:
Prox
Distal
Diaphycis
t1na:
?rox
Dista.1.
Diaphysis
Sca
Gi.enoid
Spine..........
Corocoid Fibula: * *

cromiou Prox
Distal
Diaphysia

Prox
Distal.
Diaphysis

Pat a.Ua:

Tibia:
Prox
Distal
Diaphysis

site rtber 35 JA 64

burial nber Li

Post-cranjai. bone enieratian

i__Present; Ffrg.; __nissing; P ath; anomalous

CaJ,caneus:

Tarsals:

etacarsals:

Caraj,s:

Metacarpals:

Phalanges: 1 carpal.
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Ennominaca: a t
?ubic
Ischium
tlium

Mricular
Acatabu.Lua....

Rt. a
* * Talus: *

1. 12



Poec-crania.L isecrics
lumerus C. R

naximum norphologic.al. Length C X

naxiaum diameter nid-sbaft
IAi3I .amster nid-shait X X

naum circimferenca X X

9i,nt. diameter heed X X

physiological Length X X

Clavicle
naxinum Length

extarna.L breadth
internal 3readth

site rtiber 35 JA 64

burial number _Li.

adiva C. a
maximum Length X X

physiological Length X X

minimum circuaf. X X

transverse diax. mid-shalt_X X

ant-post. diem. mid-shaft

J1na

naxi.mum Length X

minimum circund. X

physiological Length X

ant-poet. diem. nid-sba.f x

transverse diem. mid-shaft X

Scanisla

maximum breadth X X

taximum height x

Inuominat a

coxal height x

iliac breadth x x

nocylo-sciatit breadth K X

Fibu.La

maximum Length x

x

Sacrum

length K

maximum breadth K

(for all me.aur*nts except the scapula, refer to Olivier, 1969, Practical
nrbxonoloev; for the apuJ.a, tef at to ontagu, 1960, 1 Eandbook of Ahroponecr)

(Put x if it is oat possible to obtain measurement.)

* Femur See Page 1.

naximum sorpiological Length X x

in-ooeiti.on Length (sax. as
bicondyi.ar Length) x x

ant-poet. diameter dsbaIt1,2 3.16
transverse diax. mid-shaft 1.04 2.95

circumf. mid-shaft 9.9 9.3
na.zimux diameter head

Tibia
naximux morphological length )C X

(exclude tibia]. spines)
ant.-posc. diem. nid-eba.ft X X

circumf. nid-ihaft X X

transverse dia. aid-shaft X X



Left only

Left only

left only

Left only

Left only

Left only

left only

NA

NA

nore_
both none

both neither

both neither

both neither

both

both neither

both neither

both neither

neither

neither

neither

neither

neither

neither

none NA

NA
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site number 3SJAÔ4
burial number 11

inor morphological, traits in the human skull non-metric trait listing

developed by Serry and 8erry (1967, J. Anat. 101:361-379)

Highest nuchal Line present: yes no

Ossicle at the 1.ombda: yes no

Lambdoidal suture ossicle present: none 1. more

Partetal foramen present: right only

S. 3regmatic bone present: yes

. Metopism: yes

CoronaL suture osaicle present: none

Epipteric bone present: right only

Fronto-temoorary irticulation: right only

Parietal notch bone present: right only

Ossicle at asterion: right only

1.2. Auditory torus present: right only

Foramen of Haschke present: right only

Mastoid foramen ex-sutural: only

Mastoid foramen absent: only

lb. Posterior condylar canal patent: right only Left only both

17. CondyLar facet double: rtght only Left only both

IS. Precondylar tubercla present: right Left both central

19. .\rtteriOr condyLar canal double: right left both

.W. Vurumen ovals Incomplete: right Left both

Foramen spinosum open: right Left both

Accessory Lesser palatine foramen present: right Left both neither

Palatine torum present: yes no

Maxillary torus present: right left both neither

Zygomatico-facial foramen: right Left both neither

Supraorbital foramen complete: right left both neither

!rontal foramen present: right left both neither

Anterior ethmoid foramen exsutural: right Left both neither

Posterior ethmoid foramen absenc:right left both neither

Accessory infraorbttal. foramen present: right Left both neither
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ARTIFACT DESCRIPTIONS

Buttons:

Type 1 Metal button, slightly raised ridge around the
central area on the front side, Bétwen:tbe
edge and central area a cross-hatch design
decorates the front side, Tbefr.ont side is
flat and the back side is slightly convex.
1.65 cm in diameter. 7 total.

Type 2 LI_hole, sew through, cream polored glass. Cen-
tal area is recessed on the front side. Front
side is slightly convex with a ridge around the
outside margin while the back slopes from a flat
cental area towards the edges. 1.1 cm in dia-
meter. 5 total.

Type 3 4-hole, sew through, white glass. Front side has
recessed centr 1 area and sloping sides while
the back is flat in the central area and the
sides slope to the edges. 1.75 cm in diameter.
1 total.

Cloth covered metal, these appear to be 2 piece
buttons, the outer shell is cloth covered and
fits over the inner portion of the button. The
cloth covering the front is cotton, either
corduroy or velveteen. The back has a protru-
tion of rusted and corroded metal in the central
area where the attachment would be. Means of
attachment could not be discerned. 1.44-1.49 cm.
in diameter. Variation in measurements resulted
from differential deterioration. 17 total.

Identical to type 2, but lack ridge on the front
side and white rather than cream colored. 1.1 cm
in diameter. 2 total.

4-hole, sew through white glass. Both sides have
convex surfaces but differ in the central area.
The front central area is recessed while the
back is flat.. 1.4 cm in diameter. 1 total.

4-hole, sew through, light brown bone. Overall
this button is dish shaped, the front has a
recessed central are3 through which the holes
were drilled while the central area of the back
is slightly raised. 1.5 cm in diameter. 1 total.
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Type 4

Type 5

Type 6

Type 7
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Type 8 white glass collar button. Diameter of larg.end
1.2 cm, diameter of small end 0.8 cm, length 1.2
cm. 1 total.

Type 9 4-hole, sew through, white glass. Front slopes to
edges from the upper rim of central recessed area
while the back is fiat. 0.98 cm in diameter.
1 total.

Type 10 4-hole, sew through, white glass. Same as type 9
except it is 1.1 cm in diameter. 3 total.

Type 11 4-hole, sew through, metal. Front is recessed
while the back is corresponding convex shaped.
1.4 cm in diameter. 1 total.

Type 12 4-hole, sew through, brass. The front central
area is recessed while the back is correspond-
ingly convex shaped. Between the edge and the
central area of the front side a cross hatch de-
sign is present. 1.5 cm in diameter. 1 total.

Type 13 Fabric covered brass. 1.57 cm in diameter. At-
tachment was not discernible due to deteriorated
condition. 1 total.

Type i4 Cloth covered metal. These are identical to type
4 except for size. 1.9 cm in diameter. 4 total.

Type 15 Copper, celluloid collar button. The smaller ball
shaped end is copper, this articulates with a
copper stem which extends to the larger opposite
end where a flat base was formed over which a
celluloid cover was attached. Diameter of large
end, 1.32 cm, diameter of small end, 0.75 cm,
length 1.38 cm. 1 total.

Type 16 Metal, attachment uncertain. The front side has
a recessed central area while the back corres-
pondingly extends away from the body of the
button. These are similar to type 4 but do not
have a fabric cover. 1.5 cm in diameter. 3 total.

Type 17 Metal, attachment uncertain. These are identical
to type 16 except they are larger. 1.9 cm in
diameter. 3 total.



Nails:

In general there are 2 categories of nails, round
and square. tiithin the s1utre nail categor\ further dis-
tinctions were made based on overall size. This resulted
in 10 types of square nails.

Within the round nail category 3' difrent kinds of
nails, common, finishing, decorating, were noted before
size distinctions were made.

Round:

Type 1 Common nail, 2.9 cm in length. 5 total.

Type 2 Common nail, 3.9 cm in length. 40 total.

Type 3 Common nail, 4.0 cm in length. 2 total.

Type 4 Common nail, 3.2 /4.65 if! stt'aight. These had
been driven through the boards and had the ends
bent over. 40 total.

Type 5 Common nail, 4.75 cm in length. 46 total.

Type 6 Common nai', 4.9 cm in length. 89 total.

Type 7 Common nail, 5.1 cm in length. 3 total.

Type 8 Common nail, 6.0 cm in length. 30 total.

Type 9 Common nail, 6.3 cm in length.. 15 total.

Type 10 Common nail, 6.8 cm in length. 1 total.

Type ii Common nail, 7.8 cm in length. 2 total.

Type 12 Finishing nail, 29 cm in length. 9 total.

Type 13 Finishing nail, 5.0 'cm in length. 13 total.

Type 14 Finishing nail, 6.3 cm in length. I-i. total.

Type 15 Decorative nail, 1.63 cm in length. 5 total.

Type 16 Fragments unidentifiable, 85+ total.

Square:

Type 1 Machine cut, 3.9 cm in length. 37 totaL.
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cm in length. 1 total.

cm in length. 30 total.

cm in length. 6 total.

cm in length. 19 total.

cm in length. 29 total.

cm in length. 27 total.

cm in length. 1 total.

cm in length. 2 total.

Fragments 18 total.

Screws:

Screws are distinguished on the basis of overall
length. this resulted in 7 types. Those screws which were
integral parts of other artifacts or were still attached
to other artifacts and could iot be separated or were too
deteriorated to remove or measure are described with
those artifacts.

total.

214 total.

3 total.

6 total.

total.

total.

total.

Coffin/Casket Hardware:
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Type 1 1 .2 cm in length. 14

Type 2 1.63 cm in length.

Type 3 1.7 m.in length.

Type 4 1.78 cm in length.

Type 5 2.0 cm in length. 1

Type 6 4.4 cm in length. 4

Type 7 5.0 cm in length. 4

Type 2

Type 3

Type 4

Type 5

Type 6

Type 7

Type 8

Type 9

Type 10

Machine cut,

Machine cut,

Machine cut,

Machine cut,

Machine cut,

Machine cut,

Machine cut,

Machine cut,

11.9

5.2

5.6

6.4

6.29

7.8

8.2

10.1

Type 1 Flat triangular shaped metal plate with ahole
at either end where screws were used to attach
the plate to the coffin. 5.7 cm x 1.2 cm x 0.2
cm. (See screw type 3.) 14 total.
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Flat rectangular metal plate with one end bent
perpendicular and then parallel to the other end
to form roughly an s-shape. The unmodified enìd
was secured to the coffin by 2 screws. 3 9 cm x
1.2 cm x 0.2 cm. 2 total. (See screw type i)

Flat triangular shaped metal plate with the
constricting end bent perpendicular to the mid-
section. The larger end has been bent in the
opposite direction to constricting end but at a
lesser angle, the large end also has a hole in
it through which a screw was used to attach this
to the coffin. 3 total. (See screw type 4).

[ire bent around a screw (Screw type 5) with the
ends bent perpendicular to the midsection. This
is similar in configuration to type 3. 1 total.

2 piece metal latch, each piece was secured t
opposite facing pieces of wood via 2 screws.
Bottom piece is rectangular in shape, 3.10 cm x

cm x 1.5 cm. The other piece is a half
circle 2.91 cm in diameter and 1.5 cm thick.
Only rusted posts remaind of the screws. 2 total.

2 piece sliding, metal latch with locking mech-
anism. The rectangular shaped, female portion was
held to the wood via 2 screws and was held in a
permanent fixed position. hile the male portion
was circular at one end and rectangular at the
other and appears to have slid over the femaie
portion when being engaged. The circular end held
the articulating male piece and was secured to
the wood with 3 screws while the opposite endwas
free and held the articulating locking mechanism.
Female part 9.2 cm in length. Male part 8.2 cm.
2total. (Figure 54).

Type 7 These were metal latches identical to hardware
type 6 except they lacked the locking mechanism.
Female part length, 6.3 cm male part length, 2.8
cm. 2 total. (Figure54).

Coffin/Casket Handles:

Type 1 Silver plated cast metal. Each handle consisted of
2 plates which attached to the coffin with 2 screw
(Screw type 2) in each plate. Between each plate,
connecting the two plates, was the handle proper
portion of the handle. Each plate was cast in:the

Type 2

Type 3

Type 4

Type 3

Type 6



1 77

Figure 55. Casket handles, ornaments, decorative
fasteners and bowtié, burial seven,
Collings Cemetery.

Figure 5L Casket hand1e,Qnaments and latching
mechanisms from burial eleven,
Collings, Cemetery.



Type 1
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form of a leaf and decorated with acorns. The top
surface was a positive relief while the back was
a negative relief of the front. O the back side
of the leaf sape numbers were cast, their func-
tion has not yet been determined. The handle
portion proper was decorated on the front side
with leaf impressions and two clasping hands while
the back had numbers cast on it. The handle
portion was attached to the two plates via a pin
type hinge. They too had been silver plated. The
diffrences between the handles from burials 5 and
7 were reflected in the location of the numbers
on the back side of the handles and in a slight
modification of the back side of the hanile proper
portion. The front side of the handles were ident-
ical in every respect. Length 21.8 cm width of
platas 8.5 cm. 12 total. (Figures 55 axid 29).

Type 2 Silver plated cast metal with a wooden handle
portion, part of which was covered with cloth
(Cloth type Li.). these handles consisted of 2
plate portion attached directly to the coffin.
Attached to these plates via a hinge was a meta.
arm which held the wooden handle in proper posi-
tion (See wood type 5.) The metal plates were a
plain finish with no decorations. On the reverse
side of the plates a patented date, Sept. 3, 1899,
and company name had been cast (s.M.C. Co.). Each
plate was attached to the coffin by means of 2
screws in each plate. The deteriorated condition
prevented any accurate measurements of the screws.
(Figure 5Lt),).

Coffin/Casket Ornaments:

2 piece silver plated cast metal. The basal piece
was round and pedestal shaped, the top piece
consisted of decorative scroll shaped, ornauant
with a threaded post attached to the bottom, The
threaded post extended down through a hole in the
pedestal base and screwed into the coffin holding
both pieces to the coffin. On the under side of
the pedestal portion a 3 digit number was cast.
Nominal dimension: Basal portion, Li..34 cm
diameter, 1.29 cm in height. Top portion, 3.95 cm
x 1.81 -m. 1 total.

Type 2 2 piece silver plated cast metal. The basal
portion is a rectangular saped plate with a scroll
desigh on the top surgace in a postive relief, the
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underside was negative relief of the top and had
the name "Elgin" cast on it. "Elgin" is the name
of a casket company founded in 1903 (Jeff Ellis).
The basal plate was secured to the coffin with 2
decorative nails (Nail type 15). The top piece
consistcd of a roughly rectangular upper portion
decorated with a scroll type design. Attached to
the bottom of the upper portion was a threaded
post. This post pasedt through a hole in the basal
piece and screwed into the coffin. 'his ornament
may have served to hold the coffin lid in place.
Nominal dimensions: Basal piece 7.72 cm. x 2.37 cm.
Top piece, 5.39 cm x 2.60 cm. a total. (Figure 56).

Type 3 These were similar to ornament type 2 except that
the basal, piece was silver plated stamped copper
and decorated with geometric shapes. The top piece
was identical to type 2. Dimensions of basal piece:
7.0 cm x 2.5 cm. 7 total. (Figure 4i).

Type L1

Type 5

2 piece silver plated cast metal. The basal -

section was round and pedestal shaped with a
scalloped edge from the trough section between
the crest of the scallops a line dge with cir-
cular dots extended up to approximately the
midsection. The top section section is circular.
with scalloped edges and decorated in the same
design as the basal portion. Attached to the
uIidrs.ide of the top piece is a threaded post
which extended down through the basal section to
secure both pieces to the coffin. In profile the
top section is mushroom shaped. Dimensions: Basal
piece, diameter of bottom 11.30 cm, 2.37 cm in
height. Top piece 3,25 cm in diameter. 1 total.
(Figure 54 ).
2 piece silver plated cast metal. The basal piece
is shaped and decorated like a group of lily
pads. The top surface is a positive relief while
the bottom is a negative relief of the front. The
bottom surface has the "No, 30" cast on it. The
top piece is shaped and decorated like a lily
flower. The bottom of the piece has a post attach-
ed to it which passed through the basal portion.
The bottom of the post was missing so it is not
known if this was a threaded post. 1 total.
(Figure 57).

Type 6 Nail with a decorated dome shaped copper top. The
copper top was decorated with a star shaped design.

Type 7 Silver plated cast metal, roughly rectangular in
shape. The margins of the plaque were decorated



Figure 56. Decorative fastener, burial
five, Collings Cemetery.

4 5 6 7 8 3 0 11 12 13 14 15 6M

Figure 57. Ornament, burial seven, Collings
Cemetery.
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Type 8

Miscellaneous Metal Objects:

Type 1

Type 2
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with a floral pattern while the face of the
plate had the words "At Rest" engraved on it.
The reverse side was a negative relief of the
front along the margins, in the central area
a 5 digit number had been cast. The plaque was
held in place by 2 nails, positioned at opposite
ends along the long axis. 20.8 cm x 9.88 cm.
1 total. (Figure 29).

Silver plated cast metal, roughly rectangular
in shape. The margins were decorated with a
scroll type design while the face of the plate
had the words "At Rest" engraved on it. The re-
verse side was a negative relief of the front
along the margins but was plain in ti e central
area. The plaque was held in place by 2 nails
positioned at opposite ends along the long axis.
20.3 cm x 11. cm. 1 total. (Figure 58).

Cast metal cuff link consiting of 2 circular
balls, with a band encompassing the circumfrence
at the mid-point. A nipple shaped protrusion is
located at the extreme end of each ball. Connect-
lug the two balls was a curved culindrical rod.
2.32 cm in Length. Diameter of balls 0.77 cm.
1 total.

Cast metal cuff link consisting of a circular ball
attached to a curved rod which in turn attached to
a flat plate. The shape of the plate is not known
due to deteriorated condition. 1.6 cm in length,
diameter of ball 0.69 cm. 1 total.

Type 3 Tin can fragments with soldered seams. The best
preserved appears to be an evaporated milk can.
At least 3 total.

Type L Metal belt buckle with 2 tongues. 3.0 cm x 2.2 cm.
1 total.

Type 5 Two U.S. silver half dollars dated 1867 and 1871.
no mint mark. Condition: fine. Front side--liber-
ty seated ona rock wearing::a Greek ch±ton.
Reverse side--eagle wings displayed inverted
above eagle a roll on which "IN GOD WE TRUST"
is rendered.

Type 6 Unidentifiable miscellaneous metal fragments.



Figure 58. Casket plaque, burial eleven,
Collings Cemetery.



Fabric:

The Clothing, Textiles and Related Departments of
Oregon State University performed the fabric and weave
identification.

Type 1 Bow tie fragment, burial 7, material linen.

Type 2 Cloth covering buttons, burials 1,2,5,7,11.
Material cotton, either corduroy or velveteen.

Type 3 Coat, burial 14, twill weave, material wool.

Type 14 Casket covering and handle covei'ing, burial 1 1,

twill weave, material wool.

Type 5 Bow tie, burial 11, material either cotton or
wool.

Type 6 Probable long underw,ar, burial 11, white cotton
knit.

Type 7 Covering for coffin accessories, bu±ial 11,
plain weave, wool.

Type 8 Clothing fragment, burial 1, decorative weave,
material wool.

Type 9 Clothing, burial 2, rib variation weave, material
coton.

Type 10 Bow tie, burial 5, silk.

Type 11 Clothing, burial 1, rib variation weave, material
C at ton.

Glass:

Type 1

Type 2
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Egg shaped piece of glass. Covered the head area
of the coffin in burial 5. 60.0 cm x 39.5 cm.
0.88-0.93 inches thick. (Figure 30).

Pickle jar with faceted 8 sided base and a round
top. Height 19.8 cm,base width 7.3 cm, top
diameter 5.37 cm (Putman 1965: 191).



Wood:

The identification of wood fragments was carried
out by Dr. Robert Krahmer, Forest Products, Oregon
State University

Lodgepole/Ponderosa Pine. Casket and cap
boards, burial one, Collings Cemetery. Coffin,
burial two, Collings Cemetery. Casket, burial
four, Collings Cemetery.

sugar/western White Pine. Casket, burials six
and nine, Collings Cemetery. Casket, burial
two, Watkins Cemetery.

Western Red Cedar. Grave liner, burial five.

Hemlock/True Fir. Casket, burial eleven.

Sweet Gum. Casket handle, burial eleven

Spruce. Casket burial five, Collings Cemetery.
Paint was adhering to a number of the fragments.
There are two layers, a red undercoat and a
dark brown top coat. Casket burial seven,
Collings Cemetery. Paint was adhering to a
number of the fragments. There are three
layers, a red under coat, a blue middle coat,
and a white top coat.
Casket burial eleven, Collings Cemetery.

Bone:

Type 1 Deer humerus diaphysis from fill of burial
nine.

Seeds:

Type 1 Himalaya Blackberry, uous ciiscolor, recovered
from the sacral region of burial four.

13L4

Type 1

Type 2

Type 3

Type

Type 5

Type 6
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APPENDIX E



Derrmnt
ntrr000fogy

Oregontte.
Unwerstty Corva'lis, Creçcri 97331

E,atei october 23, 19E0

From: nthny E. WILtSF5

To: Chris Jenkins, Dr. Davtd rauner, end Dr. Thomas Fiogg

Subj: Seed ident.ficatio of Seeds Recovered from Euxial 4,
Collings Cemetry

This is my final report to you perta.ri.ng to the identfcation of
several seeds recovered from the sacrum cf a skeleton (CoUogs Cemetry,Eurial 4).

Final eritif!cstio, Eimaiaya erry (Ftzbu iscolor eihe & sees)

Methcq of Identit'icatioq Comparative analysis of the identified seeds
of several species of Rubus with the recovered

seeds. Znitia.11y, consideration had to be given to all føods which when
eaten would normally resu.Lt in the introduction of whole seeds into the in-tetica]. tract (secifically, into the colon ares), including both indigenousand introduced, cult.yated species. Many ;lants ware ruled out on t.e basis
of general conflgration of the seeds aná on the zacromorphology of the seederi.cai-p. Some wer, considered inconsequentai because they were seldom usedas a food resource. Some seeds were ruled out on the basis that they would
riot have remained so well preserved. Other seeds were ruled out on the basis
of comparison with photonicrographe. Still other plants were oiiniated onthe basis that their fruits were seldom eaten in cuaritity.

iuioment wd $uovls ) Dissecting-ethocular Microscope -- Used for
close observation of the seeds.
2) Eaus & Lambs (l x 34) Jeweler's Loupe -
Used for initai observations.

Forceps - Used for handling and turning th seeds while observing them.
Probe - Used to move the seeds during comparative analysis under themicroscope.
Two, small, glass, specimen bottles - Used to clean and rInse seeds in.ijIatic eid (aOl Concentrate) - Used for cleaning the seeds.
Citilled Water - Used to rinse the seeds.

) Absorptive, Abrasive Cloth - Used to dry end abreid seed surfecee in orderto remove the surrounding membranes.
Comparative 1detifictio Wheel - A drawing of a wheel into which the seeds

were placed for fInal comparative analysis.
Several Specimens &velopes - Used to piece seeds in alter comparatIve

an*Lyaia.
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Materisa or Corers.ye Ana1'si.s

A. Recovered seeds from uria1 #4.
2. Idecti.ted Materials

1. Fresh aterial (seeds)
Rubus discolor Mi:a.lsye Berry

. aciniat evergreen Blackberry
C. Sauu. eeri1e Elue derberry

2. Herbarium specimens (Courtesy of Cr. Kenton Chambers, O.S. tY.
Herb r.um, Cepartment of Botar.y and Flar.t Pathology)

Rubus ieucoderms Blackcap or Black Raspberry
. i:thu Trailing lackberry

3 Photo.crograrhi.c Comartsoris (Reference .sed Sckcreyer, C S
1974. Seeds of woody Plants in the (Jnited States. rictiltore Hand-book 'o ..50 Forest S,rv.ce, tJ S Cepartment of A-ct_tue, asb.-
thgton, CC. The specific page numbers coinciding to s specific speciesf seed are iven after tha caon names in the foUowi.ng list.)

Amelnchier 4nifolls - Seekatoen Servtceberry - :. 213
. lorid - Pacific Servtcebarry -- p. 213

Berberis neryos -- arf Oregon-grape -- p. 2h3
Crataeg, doula cii - B1ak Havthorn -_ p. 358Gau1tg hal2on -- Salal - p. 1.21.

nicer; inolucrst4 - Black Twimberry - p. 516
Moru alb forn tatarcs -- Russian taiherry -- p. 545
M. rubra -- Red Muiberry -- p. 51.5
R1amnu; ;usbi.n; - Cascara or Chitti - p. 705
R1be cereu - i.x Cursnt -- p. 723
R. lacustre - Prickly Currant -- p. 723
R. sanguineum - Redflowering Currant -- p. 723
R. vtscosissimum -- Sticky Currant - p. 723
Rubus lacini.tus -- ZverDeen Blackberry - p. 71_i

macrcretaj,us (syn. rsinus) - Trailing Blackberry -- p. 71_i
R. oCcjdet1js (syn. leucodermis) - Elackcap or Black P..*sp-

berry -- p. 743.
R. procorus (syn. discolor) - Himalaya Berry - p. 743.
R. tabi1is - Salnonberry - p. 71.1.
Sambuus .cal1icarr - P*cif Red Elderberry -- p. 755

ceru1ee - Blue Elderberry -- p. 7
!olatu dulcsmaa - Bittersweet Nightshade -- p. 777
SorbuS sitchensis Sitk* untain-ash -- p. 731
Symvhoricsrooe albus -- Snovcerry - p. 788
Txus brevttoia -- ?acifc lew -- p. 800
Vaccinjum ovalj.foliun -- Oval-leafed-huck3.eoerry -- p. BI.2L ovatu ergreen.hucklebe-. - p. 842
Vtburrni spp. - Vlbzroum - p. 347
Viti labruci - Fox Crape - p. 353

Final Selctton of Soecie All genera, except Rubus, were eliminated on
the b*sis of configuration as determined from

reference photomicrographe. Final selection within the genus wee bas-
ed n the following criteria:
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Configugtj and t7e or amount of seec-surface ornamentation.
Size, er.d ernected Size reduction over a perIod of time due tc
leaching and microbial decomposition.

Curability of seed pericarp based on pericarp thickness wher.
frech as compared to size lost after drying.

I.. The amoux2t of use as a food.

The final. selection (Rubus dis10) was based on a combination ofcoafigurstion, seed-surface ornamentation, fresh size and nticipatd
size loss, and good pericarp durability.

Other species within the genus were el.minated for the followingreason8:
Rubus lecinatus -- Evergreen alackberry -- *ong configuration andtype of ornamentation.

leucoers - lackcap or flack Raspberry - Cue to fresh sizeand known s.ze loss, based on study of herbarIum materIal col-
lected in the 191.0's, and Lack of sufficient pericarp durabi.U.ty.L ;arvtflorus - Thimbleberry -_ Seldom ate In sufficient quan-
titIes to result in the quantity of seeds which were found inthis burial.

L cectabiljs -- Salmonberry -- Wrong configuration and type of
ornamentation. Ornamentation not well enough defined.
ursinu -- Trailing B1ackberr- Wrong size and amount of size
lost during dehydration, arid insufficient peric*rp durability.

Of the species of Rubus, It was most difficult to decide between
Rubus discolor, s.,. 1acinitus, leucodermj, and rstus.

ours ntolved iO This Protect When ever7thing ha been considered,
there were hours of tize ioyolyed,partly due to a current lack of iiediately available, comparative, seedmaterial, lack of specifin references on our sheLves, arid locating equipment.The total seed preparation, identification, and analysis tue Involved was...5 hours.

End of Report

Thank you for the opportunity to apply some of my knowledge in a way
which was useful to you and to the department.

Sincerely,

Signature redacted for privacy.
.rithony walters

Graduate Teaching Assistant
Ethnobetanit
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SADIE MARY5 .EBULON
b.1550
d.107q

MALE

FEMALE

XLIVIt4O PERSON

INDIVIDUAL FROM
COIl INGS CEMETERY

SOFIA
b.1U2
d.1152

05 C A

_ F.O.COLLINGS- b.ieao
d.190S

ALBERT I WALTER .1 GEORGE/ \ b.1553 / \ FRANK QMARY
let

ARONA

2nd

I.E W IS

(1)
COLLINGS GENEALOGY

BESSIE (BETSY) IISno.2

d:Iaeelit



POt. LV
W %NHINGHAM
b.1876
(.1937

OBLANCHEStill birth
1916

MARK ANTHONY MARIA
b.1877

. igao

/l\GuY

WSt.LIAM)\ MAMGARET(L) \JT. MURRAY
9,1567 - b 1858

81925

JOHN

8.1900

JAUES/\
CLAREI4Cç
I.I.nt

MALE

FEMALE

8 = LIVINC. PERSON

INVIVIDUAL FROM
CoII.u405 Ceu.,Tiijy

GLADYS

BESSIE (BETSY) /\EDWARO LANGLEY

2nd 2nd

JAMES ROBERT/\t.OWDEN /L\
b. 7 9.1888
4.1886 d 1948

DARRELL

ETHEL - /\ CWHITE BERTHA
91869 - / \b.1663 TRICKLE
41941 d. 1900 9.1583

WALLACE RACHEL
8.1891
d. 1959

EDWARD LANGLEY
MARY (CHICK-CHICK) WEAKEVER

15*' -
ELIZABETH Q

MINNIE
b 1888
d.191 4

FRANCIS)\ EOGAR Q/c1ARHcE VALERA

0.1974

r
/'\TUNGATE GERALDINEO L1DALE

ORVILLE AROUTH (x) ==

JOANNA
8OI-4AN 140 N
b.1841
4.1933

JEFFERSON LOUISE MARGARET
/ 'LEE 8. 874

9.1870 4.1927 4.1966

MARCELIUS
9.1880
4.1961

VAL

CHARLES WILLIAM
b.1863-69
4.1917

EDWARDS

VIOLA
OLSON

(2)
LANGLEY GENEALOGY

COFFMAN MARY

FTIn
? 11111 bIrths

/ \ JAMESLMADISOH
51539 4.1911

MARY

MARTHA
b.18eO
4.1943

EOW*.RO
oNELLIE

$51 LIE MAY
CECIL b,1875 b.177
'5.1873 4.1577 4.1961
4.1934I )HELENMORRIS

8 1895 VIRGINIA
4.1971 8,1897

- A MARK ANTHONY WATKINS
/ \b.153*

d. 1900

MAUI!
b1896
4.1974

FAWCETT . b.1517
THOMAS JEFFERSON \ SALLY (SARAH) 0. COX

b.1513 4. 1

d. 1883

L( 01*116
d.1976

AMELI A
HOOVER
9,19.55 4,1944

T
AUDREY
b. 1917
d. 19 25

AJIM
WINNINGHAM

b.l91F
4.1978

(3)
FAWCETT GENEALOGY

GEORGE
WASHINGTON
9.1846
8- 1826

ROBERT LEE
1872

6

DOROTHY

7 nI.nI
4 1900

SARAH ALICE
9,1845
0.1927

CORA MARY
MORE SON
9.1893

BRADSTR SET -

PEARL
9.1898

/'\WARP4ER

FRANK I IN
PIERCE
b 187
4 195

$TEPHEH5ON

MARGARET
b.1852

RAY GIENOORA RICHARD
9.1880 9.1883 - WAINWRIGNT
d.1929 d.1962 9.188;

JESSIE 5. - FRANK AIC$a
THORNTON * 9.1907lit

RUTH A R.c6ERTRAM() =
254

191

ELIZABETH
9.1555


